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1. A history of the theories of motoneurone development and the
formation of the innervation pattern of the limb is given.
2. The effect of three different types of early partial amputation
of the chick hind limb bud on the innervation pattern of the
limb on day 10 of incubation is investigated. The amputations are;
i) Transverse amputation
ii) Amputation of the dorsal muscle mass,
iii) Amputation of the ventral muscle mass.
3. The morphology and muscle volumes of control and amputated limbs
is described.
4. Motoneurone number in the lateral motor column is related to the
volume of muscle remaining in the amputated limbs. Loss of motoneurones
is in direct proportion to loss of muscle.
5. The position of motoneurones remaining in the rostro-caudal
and medio-lateral axes of the lateral motor column is described
for all three types of amputation. The innervation pattern of the
remaining muscle is normal.
6. The importance of these findings in relation to similar
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This thesis reports a study on the development of the motoneurones
that innervate the hind limb muscles of the chick. It forms part of a
rapidly expanding field of developmental neurobiology which is aimed
at understanding how the structure of the nervous system develops.
The introduction covers the general and historical background
of the field up to the time the experiment was conceived in 1979.
The aim of the experiment is discussed. The experimental proceedures
used are described. Each results chapter has a section discussing
the interpretation of the results. The discussion covers the significance
of the results in relation to the state of knowledge of the field
at the present time. There is an appendix.
Throughout the thesis the stages used to denote the development
of the chick embryo are those of Hamburger and Hamilton (1951). The
stages used for Xenopus tadpoles are those of Nieukoop and Faber (1956).
Abbreviations.
AER- apical ectodermal ridge
BSS- balanced salt solution
DMA- deoxyribonucleic acid
Dorsal muscle- muscle derived frcm the embryonic dorsal muscle mass.
Dorsal amputation- removal of all or part of the embryonic muscle mass.
Ventral muscle- muscle derived from the embryonic ventral muscle mass.
Ventral amputation- removal of all or part of the embryonic ventral
muscle mass.
ZPA- zone of polarizing activity,
74-OP - methylated spirit. W.R P - horseradish peroxidase.
NGF<- nerve growth factor.




1.1 The Pattern of Innervation
The muscles of the chick hind limb are innervated by the
motoneurones of the lumbar lateral motor columns. The lateral
motor columns lie in the ventre -lateral part of lumbar spinal.
cord, one on each side and extend frcm segments 23 to 30
(Hamburger 1975).
During normal embryonic development, motoneurones
innervating any given hind limb muscle, ccme to lie in a
characteristic group or cluster within the lateral motor column.
The position of the group is related both to the embryonic muscle
mass from which the muscle derives, as well as the position of that
»
muscle in the pxroximo-distal axis of the limb.
Motoneurones innervating muscles derived from the embryonic
ventral muscle mass lie medially with the lateral motor column,
motoneurones innervating muscles derived frcm the snbryonic dorsal
muscle mass lie laterally (Landmesser 1978a). See fig (1.1)
The relationship between muscle position in the proximo-distal
axis of the limb and motoneurone position in the lateral motor
column is such that motoneurones innervating thigh muscle tend to lie
more rostrally, than those innervating shank muscle which tend to lie
more caudally. (Landmesser 1978a). There are exceptions to this
however, since motoneurones innervating seme thigh muscles lie
caudally within the lateral motor column. (Fig (1.2)).
A relationship between motoneurone position in the rostro-
caudal axis of the lateral motor column and the onbryonic muscle
mass (dorsal or ventral) frcm which the muscle derives, also exists.
Motoneurones innervating muscles derived frcm the dorsal muscle mass
tend to lie more rostrally within the lateral motor column than do
2.





Upper diagram: transverse section of lumbar spinal cord
of the chick showing the position of motoneurones innervating
muscles derived form the dorsal muscle mass ( shaded area) and
the position of motoneurones innervating muscles derived fron
the ventral muscle mass ( hatched area),
Lower diagram: the two primitive muscle masses,dorsal
(shaded area) and ventral ( hatched area ) as they appear at
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motoneurones innervating muscles derived frcm the ventral muscle
mass (Fig (1.3)).
Similar relationships between motoneurone position in the
spinal cord and muscle position in the limb have been observed in
amphibians (Cruce 1974; Prestige 1973; Lamb 1976, 1977) cats
(Romanes 1951) and humans (Sharrad 1955).
The adult pattern of connections to the chick hind limb has
developed by at least day ten of incubation. (Landmesser 1978b).
The developmental events, occuring up to this time, relevant to
the aims of this study are shown in Fig (1.4) and can be summarized:
— Motoneurone Production and Lateral Motor Column Formation
— Formation of the Hind Limb and Hind Limb Musculature
— The Establishment of the Pathways followed by Outgrowing
Axons into the Limb
-—- Formation of Neuromuscular Connections
— Motoneurone Death
1.2 Motoneurone Production and Lateral Motor Column Formation
The motoneurones of the chick lateral motor columns are formed
by division of neuro-epithelial cells situated in the ventricular
layer of the basal plate surrounding the central canal (Hollyday &
Hamburger 1977). Using the technique of cumulative labelling
autoradiography Hollyday & Hamburger (1977) were able to time the
formation of the brachial and lumbar lateral motor columns. Ninety-
nine percent of the lumbar motoneurones are formed between stages
17 to 24 of development. Neurogenesis starts slightly earlier in
the brachial region - the first motoneurones are formed at stage 15
of development and 99% are formed by stage 24.
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central canal and settle in the ventro -lateral part of the spinal
cord forming the lateral motor columns. Neurone migration in the
mammalian central nervous system may occur along radial ependymal
processes (e.g. Rakic 1972). Whether this is also true for chick
motoneurones is unknown.
The lateral motor columns are formed in rostro-caudal as well
as medio-lateral temporal sequence (Hollyday & Hamburger 1977),
This was discovered using the technique of cumulative labelling
autoradiography, Motoneurone production commences rostrally and
proceeds caudally within the lateral motor columns. In addition
at any given rostro-caudal level the 'first born' or 'oldest'
motoneurones are laid down medially with the younger cells migrating
through the older ones to be laid down on their lateral border.
Combining the two gradients the oldest motoneurones in the lateral
motor column lie rostrally and medially. The youngest motoneurones
lie caudally and laterally. This type of 'layering by birthdate'
is common in the nervous system (Prestige 1973).
Similar gradients in the lumbar motoneurone pool of Xenopus
were found by Prestige (1973) using the technique of pulse -
labelling autoradiography.
The relationship between time of origin from the ventricular
layer and position within the medio-lateral axis of the lateral motor
column is important because position is also related to the site of
axon termination in the dorso-ventral axis of the limb. Nbtoneurones
that innervate muscle derived frcm the ventral muscle mass lie
medially within the lateral motor column, motoneurones that innervate
muscles derived frcm the eirbryonic dorsal muscle mass lie more
laterally (Landmesser 1978a). At any given rostro-caudal level,
therefore, 'older' medially positioned motoneurones innervate muscle
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derived frcm the ventral muscle mass (ventral muscle); 'younger*
more laterally positioned motoneurones innervate muscles derived
frcm the dorsal muscle mass (dorsal muscle).
The time of origin of motoneurones innervating dorsal and
ventral muscle has been reported by Hollyday (1978). Without
supplying details of the methods used she states:
"Motoneurones innervating ventral muscle are formed between
stages 17-19 of development in segments 23-28, and between stages
19-20 of development in segments 28-30. Motoneurones innervating
dorsal muscle are formed between stages 19-24 of development in
all segments".
There is therefore an overlap in the time of production of
motoneurones innervating ventral and dorsal muscles. Both are
formed during stages 19-20 although they are spatially separated -
motoneurones that innervate ventral muscle are forming in the
caudal segments while motoneurones that innervate dorsal muscle
are forming in the rostral segments.
Mbtoneurone production, migration and initial lateral motor
column formation are independent both of the limb musculature and
other parts of the spinal cord. Removal of the limb has no effect
on motoneurone number until stage 26 of development (Oppenheim et
al 1978) by which time motoneurone production is virtually complete
(Hollyday & Hamburger 1977). Similarly Bueker (1943) and
Hamburger (1946) found motoneurone number to be independentof both
ascending and descending fibres, and in an elegant experiment
Hamburger and his co-workers (Hamburger et al 1966) showed
motoneurone number to be independant of dorsal afferents until day
15 of incubation.
However the production of sensory neurones in the spinal root
ganglia is decreased by limb amputation in both the chick (Hamburger
& Levi-Montalcini 1949) and Xenopus (Hughes & Tschumi 1958; Prestige 1967a)
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Why sensory and motoneurones should differ in this respect is
unknown.
1.3 Formation of the Hind Limb
The hind limb bud is first visible at stage 17 of development
as a symmetrical crescent-shaped outgrowth adjacent to Semites
26-32, (Hamburger & Hamilton 1951), although its axial properties
have been determined very much earlier than this by stage 10-11 of
development (Hamburger 1938). The limb is laid down in proximo-
distal sequence and growth between stages 18 to 33 of development
depends on the presence of the apical ectodermal ridge (AER) , a
region of asymmetrically thickened ectoderm at the apex of the
developing bud (Saunders 1948; Saunders & Gasseling 1968).
Removal of the AER between these stages results in loss of distal
limb parts, the extent of loss being dependant on the developmental
stage at which the operation is performed (Saunders 1948; Saunders &
Gasseling 1968; Sunmerbell 1974a).
The mechanisms underlying the formation of pattern in
developing structures are not fully understood. Wolpert (1969, 1971)
considers pattern formation in terms of cells being 'assigned
positional information which effectively gives thorn their position in
a co-ordinate system, and this positional information is then used to
determine the cell's molecular or cytodifferentiation'. The AER
does not directly specify the underlying mesoderm (Rubin & Saunders
1972). Rather it appears to maintain cells with 400 pim of the tip
in an undifferentiated state (Summerbell, Lewis & Wolpert 1973).
This region has been termed the 'progress zone' and cells are
postulated to attain positional values with respect to the proximo-
distal axis, by measuring the length of time they spend in the zone.
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(Surrmerbell, Lewis & Wolpert 1973; Wolpert, Lewis & Surrmerbell 1975).
Almost all cells in the zone divide (Summerbell, Lewis & Wolpert 1973)
and therefore cells are continuously leaving the zone. As soon as
they leave the change in positional value is assumed to cease. Cells
that leave the zone first will produce proximal limb structures,
whereas those that leave later produce more distal limb structures.
Although its role in normal development has been questioned
(Saunders 1977) there is a considerable amount of evidence to
suggest that the anterior-posterior axis of the limb is under the
influence of the zone of polarising activity (ZPA). The ZPA is
situated at the posterior margin of the limb bud near its junction
with the body wall. If an additional ZPA is grafted to more anterior
levels supernumerary limb structures form with mirror-image synmetry
about the long axis (Sunmerbell 1974a; Tickle et al 1975; Surrmerbell
& Tickle 1977)
Less is known about the specification of the limb in the dorso-
ventral axis. It appears to be under the control of the ectoderm
(Pautou 1977; McCabe et al 1974) although the mechanism is unknown.
A more detailed discussion of the role of the AER and ZPA in
limb morphogenesis is outwith the scope of this thesis.
1.4 Formation of the Limb Musculature
The muscles of the chick limb are derived frcm Semitic
mesodermal cells that invade the developing limb bud early in
development (Chevallier et al 1977; 1978). Under certain circumstances
the somatopleural mesoderm forms muscle (Chevallier et al 1978;
McLachlan & Hornbruch 1979). The Semitic mesodermal cells form two
primitive muscle masses, one dorsal, the other ventral in position,
frcm which all limb muscles are derived (Rcmer 1927). The muscle
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masses are morphologically distinct by stage 24 of development
(Hamburger 1975).
The pattern of splitting of the primitive muscle masses into
the adult pattern of muscles has been described by Romer (1927) and
Wortham (1948) for the chick hind limb and by Sullivan (1962) for
the chick wing. The process of muscle splitting in the hind limb
ccrnnences on day 6 of incubation ahd is complete by day 8. The
shank muscles may split slightly later than those in the thigh.
The processes invovled in muscle splitting are not clear.
Wortham (1948) suggested that separation is caused by physical
migration of nerves into future spaces, pushing the masses apart.
However Shellswell (1977) has found that chick forearm muscles split
normally even in the absence of nerves, making this suggestion
unlikely. An indirect role for nerves, producing differential
contraction of the muscle masses was suggested by Sullivan (1966).
He found that paralysis of chick embryos with the neuromuscular
blocker decamethonium produces an alteration of muscle splitting in
the shoulder region. However muscle splitting occurs normally in the
chick hind limb following paralysis witha -bungarotaxin frcm day 4
of incubation (Laing 1979).
Muscle splitting in the chick forearm and hind limb does not
therefore require the presence of nerves although this may not be so
for shoulder muscles.
A role for tension in muscle splitting due to differential
growth of the skeleton has been proposed by Horder (1978). However
muscle splitting in the chick forearm is over at stages 29-30 before
tendons have developed and inserted, and muscle splitting occurs
normally even if distal insertions are missing following amputation
(Shellswell & Wolpert 1977).
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Shellswell & Wolpert (1977) have suggested that muscles
develop with respect to their position in the limb making use of the
three dimensional system of positional information discussed
previously. Evidence that this is so ccmes frcm the formation of
supernumerary limbs. Grafting an additional ZPA to the anterior
margin of the host limb produces a supernumerary limb with mirror-
image syirmetry around the long axis. The muscle pattern is
reduplicated (Shellswell & Wolpert 1977) as well as the skeletal
pattern (Tickle et al 1975). Preliminary results reported by
Shellswell & Wolpert (1977) show that grafting an extra AER to the
dorsal surface of an early limb bud produces an outgrowth that is
'composed of two syirmetrical dorsal halves as judged by the
presence of dorsal muscle and tendons on both sides'.
If indeed the development of the primitive muscle masses are
influenced by the three-dimensional system of positional information
then this could provide a basis for the theories of innervation
pattern development that suggest that muscles are different from one
another and are sanehow 'matched' to certain motoneurones. Whether
this is so remains to be determined.
1.5 The Establishment of the Pathways followed by Outgrowing
Axons into the Developing Limb
The direction of neurite outgrowth in culture is influenced by
the orientation of the substrate (Weiss 1934; Ebendal 1976), the
presence of other tissues (Chamley et al 1973; Pollack Liebig 1977)
and certain chenicals (Gundersen & Barrett 1979). The role of any or
all of these factors in determining the direction of axon outgrowth
in vivo is unclear.
Weiss (1941) suggested that the direction of axon outgrowth
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is determined by the configuration of the structures which an
axon encounters - passive 'contact guidance'. In a later paper
(Weiss 1945) he suggested that axons may be able to distinguish
between different structures and thus select which pathway to grow
along, perhaps by 'recognising' surface chemistry, The concept of
pathway selection was later developed by Sperry (Attardi & Sperry
1963). Sperry suggested that outgrowing axons posses individual
chemical labels or identities and are led to their targets by
matching with a similar set of labels along a particular pathway,
(cheno-specific guidance). Pathway selection has also been
considered in terms of axon response to an orientating or polarising
influence on the basis of cell body position within the spinal cord.
Axons therefore maintain their topographic relationship to one
another (Hope et al 1976; Cook 1979). An alternative theory is that
axon outgrowth is directed by the production of certain growth
factors in target tissues - cherotaxis (Ramon y Cajal 1928).
Whether axons are passively guided in the limb or whether they
select different pathways or both is a matter of debate.
There is evidence that suggests the limb plexus and peripheral
nerve branching pattern is determined by the morphology of the limb.
The plexus pattern in chick wings innervated by cervical or thoracic
spinal cord is normal (Wenger 1950; Straznicky 1967) and
transplantation of supernumerary limbs just rostral to the host
hind limb induces the formation of an 'extra' lumbar plexus fron the
rostral segmental nerves (Hollyday & Hamburger 1976; Hollyday et al
1977). Reduplication . of the chick wing in the proximo-distal axis
produces a reduplicated nerve pattern (Lewis 1978) and deletions of
limb segments results in a nerve pattern that is normal for the
remaining limb parts (Stirling & Summerbell 1977).
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These observations suggest that passive contact guidance of
axons may be an important factor in determining limb plexus and
peripheral nerve branching pattern. Taylor (1943) suggested that
alignment of the mesostrcma and mesenchymal cells guides pioneer
axons through the limb, later arriving axons grow along the pioneer
fibres. However an electron-microscope study on the early out¬
growth of axons into the hind limb has revealed no such mesenchymal
alignment (Ebendal 1977). An alternative possibility is that axon
extension occurs along pathways of selective cell adhesion.
(Ebendal 1977).
Parallel outgrowth and passive contact guidance of axons has
been desned a sufficient mechanism to account for the pattern of
innervation of the vertebrate limb (Horder 1978). Potation of the
chick forelimb through 180° in both the anterior-posterior and dorso-
central axes at stage 19 of development results in rostral spinal
cord segments innervating targets normally supplied by caudal spinal
segments and vice versa. Cobalt chloride tracing of axonal pathways
frcm the spinal nerves showed that axons grow out into the limb in
parallel with one-another (Stirling & Sunmerbell 1979). This
observation and the experiments cited above that suggest peripheral
nerve branching pattern is determined by the configuration of the
limb lend sane support to this hypothesis.
However the results of two experiments are difficult to
reconcile with this. Rotation of small portions of chick lumbo¬
sacral spinal cord through 180° in the rostro-caudal axis at stages
15-16 of development (Lance-Jones & Landmesser 1978a) results in
motoneurones innervating muscles appropriate to their old position
and not to their new position. To do so axons followed abnormal
pathways albeit within the limits of the plexus and major nerve
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trunks. Similarly rotation of the limb bud through 180 in the
dorso-ventral axis (Ferguson 1978) results in motoneurones
innervating their 'normal' targets even though these are 180°
out of position. In both these experiments the projections were
initially 'appropriate', making it unlikely that diffuse axon
outgrowth followed by selective loss of 'inappropriate'
projections (see section 1.8) could account for the pattern of
innervation. They implicate seme form of active pathway
selection.
There is evidence then for passive contact guidance of axons
and pathway selection. Their relative importance in the
establishment of the pathways followed by outgrowing axons remains
to be determined as does the mechanism(s) of each.
1.6 Formation of Neuromus-cular Connections
Axons first pierce the basement membrane surrounding the
chick lumbar neural tube at stage 19 of development, and by stage 20
the ventral roots have formed (Ebendal 1977). Axon invasion of the
hind limb bud occurs at stage 24 of development (Hamburger 1975).
Functional neuromuscular connections have formed as early as stage 26+
in the dorsal muscle mass of the hind limb and by stage 28 in the
ventral muscle mass (Landmesser & Morris 1975). Whether this is due
to a dorso^ventral sequence in time of axon ingrowth is not known.
Functional neuromuscular connections have formed by stage 29 in both
muscle masses of the chick forelimb (Pettigrew et al 1979).
Initial neuromuscular connections are morphologically
unspecialized (Kikuchi & Ashmore 1976) although their function can
be blocked reversibly by tubocurarine (Landmesser & Morris 1975)
indicating transmission to be chemical in nature. The first
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evidence of morphological specialization - a slight thickening of
the sarcolemnal membrane,has been observed on day 10 of incubation
in the chick hind limb (Kikuchi & Ashmore 1976), and by day 13 there
are signs of junctional infolding (Hirano 1967). The junctional
unfolding becomes more marked as development proceeds but does not
develop fully until after hatching CHirano 1967). Acetylcholinesterase
can be detected biochemically on day 3 of incubation in the hind limb
(Giacobini et al 1973; Filogamo Gabell 1967) but junctional
acetylcholinesterase does not appear until days 12 to 13 of incubation
(Drachman 1963).
The mechanisms involved in controlling the formation of early
connections are pxcorly understood. Early studies of chick myofibres
in culture indicated the presence of localized regions of high
acetylcholine receptor density (Fischbach & Cohen 1973) which led to
speculation that these areas may be the site of preferential axonal
innervation. However later studies (Frank & Fischbach 1979) showed
this was not the case. Instead ingrowing axons induce new clusters
of receprtors beneath the site of contact. Synapses also form on
muscle in vivo when acetylcholine receptors have been blocked by
c*-bungarotoxin (Laing & Prestige 1978) curare or cobra toxin
(Pitman & Oppenheim 1978). This indicates that the capacity of the
acetylcholine receptor to respond normally to acetylcholine is not
essential for synapse formation.
There is no obvious pattern to the site of the initial contact
along the length of a developing myotube. Later contacts are however
limited to the site of the original synapse in a focally innervated
muscle as well as to new membrane laid down outside a certain minimum
distance in muscles with a distributed innervation (Bennett &
Pettigrew 1974a). The refractoriness of the myotube membrane to
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further synaptic contacts is a permanent change as the process
cannot be canpletely reversed by denervation. Re-innervation takes
place at the old post-synaptic site or on new muscle membrane added
during the period of denervation (Bennett & Pettigrew 1974b).
Multiple innervation of single end plates in development was
first described for the rat diaphragm (Redfern 1970). It has
subsequently been found in other muscles e.g. rat hind limb (Brown
et al 1976), axolotl limb (McGrath & Bennett 1979), chick wing
(Pettigrew et al 1979) and chick hind limb (Jansen - personal
cannunication quoted by Laing 1979). It is however only transitory
since in the adult the majority of muscle end plates are each
innervated by a single axon.
1.7 Motoneurone Death
Death of a varying proportion of immature neurones is a
widespread feature of developing neuronal populations in
amphibians (Hughes 1961; Prestige 1965, 1967b) birds (Landmesser
& Pilar 1974; Hamburger 1975; Clarke & Cowan 1976) and manmals
(Harris -• Flanagan 1969; Arees & Astrom 1977).
A reduction in the number of motoneurones in the lateral motor
columns of anurans during development was first described by Beaudoin
(1955) and subsequently a similar reduction in Xenopus was shown to
be due to degeneration of motoneurones (Hughes 1961). In Xenopus
seme 75% of the total number of motoneurones in the ventral horn
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degenerate between stages 53/54 to 61 of development (Prestige 1976b)
and they do so around the same time as limb movements commence.
A similar correspondence in the timing of the beginning of hind
limb movements and motoneurone death occurs in the chick. Some 40%
of the total number of motoneurones degenerate and motoneurone
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number decreases frcm 17,000 at stages 28-29 of development, days
5.5-6.5 of incubation, to 10,000 at stage 36 of development, day
10 of incubation. Thereafter the numbers remain constant until at
least day 5 post hatching (Hamburger 1975). See fig (1.5),
Motoneurone production and death are temporally separated in
both the chick and Xenopus. This is an important consideration if
motoneurone counts are taken as an indication of the extent of
motoneurone degeneration. Chick lumbar motoneurones are produced
between stages 17 to 24 of development (Hollyday & Hamburger 1977)
and motoneurone degeneration does not commence until stages 28 to
29 of development. However a few degenerating motoneurones have
been observed as early as stage 25 (Chu-Wang & Oppenheim 1978)
without a change in total motoneurone number. This suggests that
motoneurones may still be arriving in the lateral motor columns
at this time. The time of migration is unknown.
1.7.1 Amputation
The effect of amputation on motoneurone number was first recorded by
Shorey (1909). who noted that limb removal in the chick results in
hypoplasia of motoneurones and dorsal root ganglia. Hamburger (1934)
amputated the chick wing on day 3 of incubation and observed large
numbers of degenerating motoneurones and a reduction in motoneurone
number of 40% on the amputated side compared to the control side on
days 8 to 9 of incubation. He concluded that while some motoneurones
are dependant on contact with the limb for their survival others are
not. In later papers, however (Hamburger 1946, 1958), Hamburger
concluded that the majority of motoneurones are dependant on contact
with the lirtib for their survival, which was in agreement with the
findings of Bueker (1943). By transplanting chick lurribo-sacral
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Figure 1.5
Naturally occurring motoneurone loss in the lumbar
lateral motor column of the chick, with the range between maximum
and minimum counts for each stage (uncorrected counts). After
Hamtwrger 1975.
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segments to the body coelcm, Bueker found a 90% decrease in
motoneurone number. The most likely reason for the 60% of
motoneurones ranaining after radical amputation recorded by Hamburger
in 1934 is that he did not allow the anbryos to survive long enough
for all motoneurone deaths to occur.
Prestige (1967b) made a detailed study of the effect of
amputation at different developmental stages on motoneurone number
in Xenopus. Previously it had been shown that early amputation of
the hind limb bud has no effect on motoneurone numbers until stages
52-53 of development, when large number of motoneurones degenerate
(Hughes & Tschumi 1958). Prestige found that amputation at stages
53-54 of development results in immediate (within 3 to 4 days) loss
of motoneurones, whereas amputation at later stages, after stage 57,
results in motoneurone loss after a period of delay.
On the basis of these observations Prestige designated three
phases of motoneurone development:
Phase I motoneurones are independent of the limb since they
are unaffected by its removal - all motoneurones before stages 52-54
of development.
Phase II motoneurones are critcally dependant on the presence
of the limb since they degenerate within 3-4 days of amputation. They
are present between stages 52 and 58 of development.
Phase III motoneurones are partly independent of the limb but
eventually degenerate after an extended peiod of chrcmatolysis and
recovery. Numbers increase frcm zero at stages 53 until at stages
57/58 they are almost the only type of motoneurone present. See
fig. (1.6).
However in a later papier Prestige (1976) doubted the value
. of distinguishing between phase II and phase III cells since
21.
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Figure 1.6
The effect of amputation at different stages on
motoneurone number in the ventral horn of Xenopus.
Number of irotoneurones remaining after amputation at the time
denoted by the filled circle. Data shows motoneurones are
either lost early ( Phase I ) or late ( Phase III ) or both.
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ultimately both are dependant on contact with the limb for survival.
He then designated then simply as 'post phase I' cells.
A similar early independence and then dependence of motoneurone
survival on the presence of the limb is observed in the chick
(Oppenheim et al 1978). Following amputation of the prospective hind
limb bud at stage 16 of development motoneurones develop normally,
as judged by ultra structural studies and acetylcholinesterase and
cholineacetyltransferase levels, up to stage 26 of development. At
this time a few motoneurones have degenerated and by stage 30 of
development up to 75% of motoneurones are lost. The remainder
degenerate before stage 37 of development.
1.7.2. Why Motoneurones Degenerate
During development large numbers of neurones in chick spinal
ganglia at non-limb levels degenerate. The close correspondence in
timing between this degeneration and the degeneration observed in
spinal ganglia at limb-levels caused by limb amputation, led
Hamburger & Levi-Montalcini (1949) to suggest that the neurones at
non-limb levels that normally degenerate do so because they fail to
contact a peripheral target. Cell death was proposed to be a
regulative mechanism relating neurone number to the size of the
peripheral target. A similar suggestion was made by Prestige
(1967b) to explain naturally occurring motoneurone death in the
lumbar ventral horn of Xenopus.
An alternative suggestion was made by Hughes C1968). He
proposed that the early innervation pattern of the limb differs from
the final adult pattern. The function of motoneurone death is to
remove motoneurones that have formed connections 'incompatible' with
the final adult pattern. A middle view was taken by Cowan (1973)
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who suggested that the motoneurones that survive are those that
form connections which are both 'appropriate' in both type and number.
Prestige (1976) divided the various hypotheses into two
categories : the rejection and redundancy hypotheses. The
redundancy hypotheses state that neurone death is due to failure
of axons to form connections, there being an excess of fibre
endings for the number of available sites. The rejection
hypotheses state that neurones degenerate because their axons, having
already made connections, are rejected from the sites.
At present it is not known whether the motoneurones that
degenerate have formed functioning connections with the limb prior
to their death, although almost all axons in both the chick and
Xenopus have entered the limb prior to the period of motoneurone
death (Prestige & Wilson 1972, 1974; Lamb 1974: Chu-Wang & Oppenheim
1978b).
Lamb (1976, 1977) labelled early projections in the hind limb
of Xenqpus by injecting HHP into the limb and showed that they were
subsequently lost by death of the motoneurones. However HHP is taken
up both by transmitting and non-transmitting nerve-terminals and so
this only demonstrates that the terminals are in close contact with
the limb. There is evidence of early functioning connections in the
axolotl hind-limb (McGrath & Bennett 1979) and chick wing (Pettigrew
et al 1979) which are subsequently lost. Whether this is due to axon
withdrawal or motoneurone death is not known.
Prestige (1976) has provided indirect evidence that at least
seme motoneurones that degenerate have survived for a short time by
virtue of contact with the limb. He amputated one hind-limb in
Xenopus, early in development and using the other as a control
compared the number of motoneurones between the two sides at different
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developmental stages. The number of motoneurones present at any
developmental stage on the amputated side represents the number of
phase I motoneurones - motoneurones that are independant °f contact
with the limb for their survival. Subtraction of the number of
motoneurones on the amputated side frcm the number on the control
side at any developmental stage gives the number of 'post phase I'
motoneurones (dependanton contact with the limb for survival) in
the control limb at that time. Prestige found an increase in the
number of 'post-phase I' motoneurones frcm stages 52 to 54 of
development. Frcm stages 54 to 58 there was a decrease in the
number of 'post-phase I' motoneurones. This indicates that at least
seme 'post-phase I' motoneurones, which, by definition, have
survived due to contact with the limb, degenerate. Similar indirect
evidence for rejection of connections is found in the chick hind-
limb, Amputation not only accentuates but accelerates naturally
occurring motoneurone death (Oppenheim et al 1978).
There is however no direct evidence to support either the
rejection or the redundancy hypotheses, Further electrophysiological
studies may decide the issue.
Trophic Factors
Prestige (1967b) on the basis of amputation studies, postulated
the existence of a trophic factor, produced by the limb and required
by motoneurones for their survival and maturation. Phase I
motoneurones he considered to be independant of the factor, while
post-phase I motoneurones, dependant on it for their continued
survival and maturation, retrogradely transport it back to their
cell bodies via axon terminals. The motoneurones that degenerate
during normal development are those that fail to gain adequate
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amounts of the trophic factor for their survival.
A trophic factor, Nerve Growth Factor (NGF), similar in mode
of action to the one proposed for motoneurones has been found to
exist for sympathetic and also possibly sensory neurones. The
early history of NGF has been well reviewed by Levi-Montalcini
(1976) who has played a major role in its characterization.
During normal development of the superior cervical ganglia
in the newborn rat there is a decrease in the number of adrenergic
neurones. (Hendry & Campbell 1975). This decrease is enhanced by
removal of the salivary glands and iris (Dibner et al, 1975), targets
for sane neurones in the ganglia, indicating that adrenergic neurones,
like motoneurones are dependant for survival on the presence of their
target. The chrcmatolytic response and neuronal death in the
superior cervical ganglia that follows axotcmy in newborn rats can,
however, be prevented by administration of NGF (Hendry 1975 a, b)
suggesting NGF may mediate the effect of target organ on sympathetic
neurone survival. This is further suggested by the fact that
testosterone-induced hypertrophy of salivary tubules in neonatal mice,
which increases the naturally occurring NGF content, also increase
neurone number in the superior cervical ganglia (Black 1978), Further
NGF is retrogradely transported by sympathetic neurones from their
target organ (Hendry et al 1974). All these results strongly suggest
that the availability of NGF may control neurone number in
developing sympathetic ganglion.
Despite intensive investigation, there is no direct evidence
frcm in-vivo studies for the existence of a similar trophic factor
for cholinergic neurones. There is however, indirect evidence from
In-vxtrq studies. Isolated and dissociated chick ciliary ganglion
neurones normally degenerate in culture. This degeneration can be
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prevented not only by striated muscle myotubes (White & Bennett 1978)
but also by adding medium conditioned by skeletal muscle as well as
medium conditioned by heart muscle to the cultures (Bennett &
Nurccmbe 1979). This suggests that a diffusible factor produced both
by heart and striated muscle may be responsible for the survival of
cholinergic neurones.
However until an effect can be demonstrated in vivo the
existence of Prestige's trophic factor will not have been adequately
demonstrated.
Afferent Input
Although the amputation studies provide strong support for the
idea that motoneurones degenerate either because they fail to contact
or fail to maintain their contact with the limb another possibility
must also be considered.
This is the role afferent inputs may play in motoneurone death.
Afferent connections are implicated in seme neurone deaths in the
isthmo-optic nucleus of the duck (Sohal 1976) and chick (Clarke &
Cowan(1976), and chick vestibular nucleus (Levi-rfontalcini 1947).
However, there is no evidence for afferent input controlling moto¬
neurone number in the chick. Isolation of the chick lumbar spinal
cord frcm descending and ascending fibres (Hamburger et al 1966) does
not affect motoneurone number until day 15 of incubation, which is
well after the normal period of motoneurone death. After this time
large numbers of motoneurones degenerate. This suggests that
afferent input may not play a role in normal motoneurone death but
indicates that it may be required for normal maturation later on.
However the possible role of afferent connections in motoneurone
death has not been fully explored and remains to be investigated.
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1.8 The Role of Motoneurone Death in Innervation Pattern
Development
It was Hughes (1968) who first proposed that inotoneurone death
may play a role in the formation of the innervation pattern. Hughes
envisaged axon outgrowth to be diffuse. Motoneurones whose axons
form connections compatible with final innervation pattern survive
the period of motoneurone death; motoneurones whose axons form
connections that are not compatible with the final innervation
pattern, ('non-adult' projections), are rejected from the muscle and
degenerate. This hypothesis is based on the ideas of Sperry (e.g.
1963) in that it implies seme form of pre-determined matching or
specificity between motoneurones and muscles.
There are two important predictions from this hypothesis. The
first is that the initial innervation pattern differs from the final
adult innervation pattern. The second is that the motoneurones that
form 'non-adult' projections and which are subsequently lost,
degenerate. There is direct evidence that the initial innervation
pattern differs from the final innervation pattern in the chick wing
(Pettigrew et al 1979), Xenopus hind limb (Lamb 1976) and axolotl
hind limb. (McGrath & Bennett 1979). Only in Xenopus has it been
shown that loss of the early projections is associated with
motoneurone death.
Lamb (1977b) who pioneered the technique of HRP-uptake
labelling to study motoneurone projection patterns during development,
found that in Xenopus at stage 50 of development motoneurones
innervating the antero-lateral thigh lie rostrally and caudally
within the spinal cord (Lamb 1976). During stages 51 to 52 this
innervation is lost and by stage 54 the antero-lateral thigh receives
its innervation from motoneurones lying caudally and laterally.
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Similarly the pattern of innervation to the posterior-medial thigh
changes during the same period. At stage 50 the innervating
motoneurones lie caudally and laterally and by stage 54 they lie
rostrally and laterally. Lamb (1977a) demonstrated that this
changing pattern of innervation is associated with death of the
motoneurones forming the early projections. He injected HHP into
both the antero-lateral and posterior-medial thigh at stage 52 and
allowed the tadpoles to survive to between stages 51 to 55. The
motoneurones forming the early projections became labelled with
HRP and were shown to disappear frcm the spinal cord by stage 54.
However loss of early 'non-adult' projections cannot explain
all motoneurone deaths in Xenopus. Lamb (1976) found that the
majority of projections to Xenopus hind limb, especially distal limb
regions were conpatible with the final adult innervation pattern frcm
the start. The situation appears to be similar to that of the chick
hind limb. Landmesser & Morris (1975) mapped the innervation pattern
of the limb just before and after the period of motoneurone death.
By stimulating individual spinal nerves and observing and recording
muscle contraction and tension, they found little or no difference
in the innervation pattern before or after the period of motoneurone
death. Later Landmesser (1978b) extended this work using the
technique of HRP uptake labelling of motoneurones and also by
stimulating spinal nerves and recording frcm muscle nerves at
different development stages. Frcm as early as stage 27 of
development the innervation pattern was almost the same as the final
adult innervation pattern. However, as axons first enter the limb at
stage 24 (Hamburger 1975) the possibility of early projections that
differ frcm the final adult projections occurring between stages
24-27 of development cannot be ruled out.
Indeed indirect evidence for such projections has cane fran
the work of Laing (1979), Laing prevented motoneurone death in the
chick by paralysing the anbryos with a-bungaratoxin fran day 4 of
incubation. He then amputated the right hind limb at the knee in
both paralysed and unparalysed embryos and mapped the distribution of
motoneurones remaining in the spinal cord on day 10 of incubation.
He found that in unparalysed anbryos motoneurone loss occurs
predominantly fran the caudal parts of the spinal cord with little or
nc loss from the rostral segments. This is in agreement with
distribution of motoneurones that innervate the shank on day 10 of
incubation (Landmesser 1978) See fig (i.2). However in paralysed
embryos, where normal motoneurone death is prevented amputation
results in loss of motoneurones fran rostral as well as caudal
segments. This suggests that prior to the period of motoneurone
death sane motoneuranes in rostral segments project to shank muscle
and that during the period of motoneurone death these projections are
lost, A possibility not rul'ed out in this experiment is that
a-bungarotcxin alters the innervation pattern.
The available evidence then for the hind limb of Xenopus and the
chick suggests that although a few early 'non-adult' projections do
occur, the majority of projections are canpatible with the final adult
innervation pattern from the start. This suggests that Hughes'
hypothesis, that loss of projections incompatible with the final
adult pattern results in motoneurone death does not explain the
majority of motoneurone deaths and is not a mechanism of major
importance in the developnent of the innervation pattern in Xenopus and
chick hind limbs. However this is only true if compatibility with
the final adult pattern is considered in terms of projections between
different muscles. It may be that matching occurs not between
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motoneurones and different muscles but between motoneurones and
individual fibres within a muscle. In this case Hughes' hypothesis
could explain the majority of motoneurone deaths and could also be
a mechanism of importance in refining detailed patterns of
projections to individual muscles. Whether this is so remains to be
investigated.
Early 'non-adult' projections to different muscles have been
observed in the chick wing on a scale possibly large enough to
explain motoneurone deaths. (Pettigrew et al 1979). Why the chick
wing and hind limb should differ in this respect is not clear.
However it is not known whether loss of these early projections is
associated with their death. A study of motoneurone death in the
chick brachial lateral motor columns (Oppenheim & Majors - Willard
1978) shows that the majority of deaths occur much later than the
period of loss of 'non-adult' projections. It would seen an
unlikely possibility that the innervation pattern of the chick-wing
develops by a different mechanism to that of the hind limb.
1.9 Summary
Early in development the immature motoneurones and the cells
that give rise to muscles develop independantly of one-another and
are separated by a distance that is very large in relation to their
size. Nonetheless motoneurones form a predictable ordered pattern
of connections with the limb muscles. Axons grow out into the limb
under unknown controls. The contribution the direction of axon
outgrowth makes to the establishment of the innervation pattern is
uncertain although there is some evidence that axons may 'select'
between different pathways in the limb. Little is known about the
control of the formation of neuromuscular connections and whether
this plays a role in the establishment of the innervation pattern,
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Death, of a large percentage of motoneurones that occurs around the
time of the formation of neuranuscular connections does not appear
to be of major importance in the establishment of the innervation
pattern. The significance of motoneurone death rsnains unknown.
1.10 Experimental Aim
The aim of the experiments was to examine to what extent
motoneurones alter their pattern of connections when part of the
limb musculature, their normal target, is missing. Three different
types of amputation were carried out on day 4 of incubation:
Graded transverse amputation - removal of a varying proportion
of distal limb structures.
Graded ventral amputation - removal of a variable proportion
of the embryonic ventral muscle mass.
Graded dorsal amputation - removal of a variable proportion
of the embryonic dorsal muscle mass.
The innervation of the partly amputated limbs was examined on
day 10 of incubation:
(1) The number of motoneurones in the lateral motor column was
related to the volume of remaining muscle
(2) Motoneurone position in the rostro-caudal and medio -
lateral axes of the lateral motor column was related to the
type of amputation - transverse, ventral or dorsal.
The results show that loss of muscle is associated with a
proportional loss of motoneurones. The innervation pattern to the
remaining muscle is normal in terms of motoneurone position in the
rostro-caudal and medio-lateral axes of the lateral motor column.
These results show that motoneurones do not significantly alter
their projections to a partly amputated limb. They suggest that
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irotoneurones may be different frcm one-another and that






The embryo of the domestic fowl (Gallus Dctmesticus), strain
White Leghorn was used in this study. They were obtained from the
Poultry Research Centre, Roslin.
2.2 Care of Experimental Animals
Before being placed in the incubator the position of the yolk
and air sac within the eggs was determined by placing the eggs over
a strong light source - 'candling'. A square of lam was drawn in
the middle of the yolk and the position of the air sac marked. The
eggs were then swabbed with 70% alcohol and a hole was made through
the shell into the air sac using a mounted needle. A Renda 25 dental
drill fitted with a carborundum disc was used to drill along one
corner of the square, approximately 2mm along each edge, care being
taken not to drill through the shell membrane. The resultant hatch
was covered in sellotape and the eggs placed in the incubator. All
eggs were incubated with their long axis horizontal, the drilled
side uppermost, in a Hearson forced-draught incubator at 38°C. The
air was humidified by troughs of distilled water.
On the day of operation or injection the eggs were removed
from the incubator and placed in a petri dish containing wax in
which an impression of an egg had been formed. This served to
steady the eggs and allowed greater control over experimental
procedures. Using forceps, the sellotape was removed and the shell
at the drilled corner was chipped away exposing the shell membranes.
A drop of sterile Hanks balanced salt solution (BSS) was placed on
the shell membrane and a slit was made with watchmakers forceps.
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Air was withdrawn from the airspace using a rubber teat and a false
airspace was formed above the embryo. The rest of the shell and
shell membranes above the embryo were removed and the operations
were performed in the false air space so created. After the
operation the hole in the shell was sealed with sellotape and the
eggs were returned to the incubator, the drilled side uppermost.
2.3 Operative Techniques
2,3,1. Amputations
All amputations were performed on embryos at day 4 of
incubation, between stages 22 to 24 of development. The right hind
limb bud was amputated in all embryos, the left serving as a control.
This is because after stage 19 of development chick ambryos lie on
their left side (Hamburger and Hamilton 1951) making amputation of
the right limbs much easier than the left.
All operations were performed under a Baush & Lamb zoom
dissecting microscope at suitable magnification. The chorion and
amnion above the right limb bud were torn using sterilized watch¬
makers forceps. The amputations were carried out using an electro¬
cautery device. This consisted of a loop of .lovy resistance wire
(0,25mm diameter; 4 ohm resistance) through which a current of
l damps was passed. The loop, which was attached to a holder, became
hot. The limb was amputated by cauterizing the appropriate part of
the bud. Three types of amputation were carried out:
(1) Transverse Amputation - removal of distal limb structures
(2) Ventral Amputation - removal of the ventral mruscle mass
(3) Dorsal Amputation - removal of the dorsal imuscle mass
Transverse amputations were carried out by passing the hot
cautery wire transversally over the distal limb tip, fig (2.1a).
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The extent of renoval varied frcm almost total destruction of the
bud to minimal destruction.
Ventral amputations were carried out by passing the cautery
wire over the -ventral limb surface. The ventral surface is on the
underside of the limb and was exposed by holding the limb back with
watchmakers forceps. The amputation was carried out and the limb
was allowed to slide back into position, fig (2.1b).
Dorsal amputations were carried out by passing the cautery
wire over the dorsal aspect of the limb bud. Since the embryo
lies on its left hand side the dorsal surface of the limb is upper¬
most and amputation is relatively easy, fig (2.1c).
Differing amounts of dorsal or ventral muscle were removed in
each enbryo, ranging from complete to slight removal. Great care
was taken during these amputations not to cauterize the limb bud
near the distal tip. This is because destruction of the distal tip
produces a limb with a transverse amputation.
Following the operation 0,05ml of sterile BSS was dropped onto
the embryo. The hole in the shell was sealed with sellotape and
the egg returned to the incubator.
2.3.2. Injections of Tritiated Thymidine
The eggs were ranoved frcm the incubator and opened in the
usual manner. The embryo's development was then carefully staged.
Any embryo whose development was later than stage 19 was not used.
Any embryo who had not reached stage 19 of development was resealed
with sellotape and returned to the incubator for further development.
If the enbryo was at stage 19 of development lOpCi [ 3H] - thymidine
(methyl - [3H] - thymidine, sp. A. 5 Ci (m.mol) , in aqueous
solution, CRadio-Chemical Centre, Amersham) dissolved in 0.05 ml
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sterile BSS was dropped onto the eribryo. In some cases the
chorionic membrane above the embryo was torn with watchmakers forceps
before making the injection. The eggs were then resealed and
returned to the incubator.
A dose of lOy Ci of [3H] - thymidine was chosen because it has
been shown that this dose labels all neuro-epithelial cells and
subsequently produced neurones in chicks at day 3 to 4 of incubation
(Langman & Haden 1970). Similarly preliminary experiments showed
that lOy Ci [3H] - thymidine when given at stage 14/15 of development
labels the entire lumbar lateral motor column.
2.4 Histology and Tissue Processing
2.4.1. Fixation
Embryos were fixed on day 10 of incubation. The opening in
the shell was enlarged with forceps and the embryonic membranes were
torn. The embryo was lifted out of the egg, placed in avian ringer,
decapitated, eviscerated and skinned. The vertebral column was
transected rostral to the lumbar enlargement and the upper part of
the body discarded.
To flatten out the embryo and thus aid in sectioning, the
lumbar spinal cord and hind limbs were laid flat on a piece of card
and fixed overnight in Carney.
2.4.2. Dehydration
Since Camay is a dehydrating fixative, embryos were taken
straight to methylated spirit (740P) to rinse out the fixative.
They were rinsed in four 1 hour changes of 740P and then transferred
to cedarwood oil for two days for clearing.
2.4.3. Embedding
Frcm cedarwood oil the embryos underwent the following
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procedure:
(1) \ hour Xylene
(2) 3x1^ hour parafin wax - 56-57°C Paraplast at a
temperature of 60°C
(3) Embedding - the embryos were always embedded such that
the orientation was kncwn.
2.4.4. Sectioning
The lumbar spinal cord and hind limbs were serially
sectioned on a Reichart rotary microtome in a standard manner such
that the right and left sides of embryos were always known. The
majority of embryos were sectioned with the knob setting of the
microtome at 8pim thickness. However the spinal cords and parts of
the limb associated with it, of those embryos that received 10p Ci
[3H] - thymidine at stage 19 of development, and were to be
processed for autoradiography, were sectioned at 5pm thickness, the
remaining limb parts at 8pm thickness.
A section thickness of 5pm was chosen for autoradiographs so
that even the deepest nucleii which had incorporated [3H] - thymidine
would appear 'labelled' on the autoradiograph - relatively few g
particles penetrate further than 5pm (Rogers 1973).
The sections were mounted serially on glass slides (76 x 26 mm)
which had been soaked overnight in chromic acid, ^vashed for 2 hours
in running tap water and 1 hour in distilled water, and subbed in
chrome-alum gelatin. The sections were placed, approximately,
within an area 4 mm from each side and 10 mm from the bottom of the
slide.
2.4.5. Preparation of Autoradiographs
i) Coating slides with Bmulsion
Those slides to be coated for autoradiography were dewaxed in
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the following manner :
2 x 15 mins Xylene
1 x 2 mins Absolute Alcohol
1 x 2 mins 80% Alcohol
1 x 10 mins running tap water
1 x 10 mins 5% ice cold tricholoracetic acid
1 x 1 hour running tap water
Distilled water
The slides were then transferred to the dark rocrrt.
m the dark, ^ emulsion (Xlford Ltd.) was diluted 1:1 with
distilled water in a dipping cell and allowed to melt over a water
bath at 50°C. Two blank test slides were then placed 'back to
back' in a pair and dipped twice in the emulsion. These slides were
then separated and examined in front of the safety light (Kodak
'Wratten' series No. 2 Filter). If the emulsion had mixed well with
the distilled water and the emulsion evenly coated the test slides,
then the experimental slides were dipped. If the emulsion was of
uneven thickness on the test slides then the emulsion was agitated
gently to aid mixing, and the process was repeated until the test
slides showed even emulsion thickness.
The experimental slides were placed 'back to back' in pairs so
that the sections faced outwards, and each pair was dipped twice in
the emulsion. The slides were then separated from one another, and
hung from rods by means of paper clips. After an initial period of
drying the slides were transported to a light-proof drying box and
left for two hours or until they were completely dry. They were
then transferred to storage boxes, which were sealed and stored at
4°C for 2-3 weeks.
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Tn each batch of slides dipped there were between 4 and 8
control slides. These were slides fron an embryo that had not
received [3H] - thymidine at stage 19 of development but had under¬
gone identical procedures to those that had. Half of these slides
were dipped and stored as described. The remainder were also
dipped but were then exposed to white light for 5 seconds. They
were then allowed to dry and stored as normal.
ii) Developing autoradiographs
Preliminary experiments showed that an exposure time of
between 2-3 weeks at 4°C was adequate for silver grains to form
over lateral motor column motoneurone nucleii. Exposure times
longer than this resulted in excess of silver grains over the
nucleii, obscuring their morphology and making identification of
motoneurones difficult.
The autoradiographs were placed in staining racks in the dark
and developed according to the following schedule:
1x4 mins developer (Kodak D19B) at 16°C
A few seconds wash with distilled water
1x4 mins fixative (Amfix) at 16°C
lxl hour in running tap water.
They were then transferred to distilled water ready for
staining.
2.4.6 Staining
All sections except autoradiographs were stained with
haamatoxylin (Harris) and eosin (Humason 1972) according to the
following schedule:
2 x 5 mins Xylene
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1 x 5 mins 740P
1 x 5 mins 30% alcohol
1 x 5 mins Distilled Water
10 - 15 mins Haematoxylin
Rinse in tap water
Dip in acid alcohol to differentiate
Rinse in tap water
5 mins in saturated lithium carbonate ( Blue)
5 mins in tap water
Dip in 4% Eosin
Rinse in tap water
2 mins in saturated potassium alum
Rinse in tap water
2\ mins 30% alcohol
2\ mins 740P
2\ mins absolute alcohol
2x2^ mins Xylene
The sections were mounted in DPX (B.D.H.)
Autoradiographs were stained with haematoxylin and Eosin as
follows:
6 mins Haematal 8
Rinse in tap water
1-2 mins lithium carbonate (blue)
Rinse in tap water
1-4 dips Eosin
Rinse in tap water
1 min saturated potassium alum
Rinse in tap water
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2\ mixis 30% alcohol
2\ mins 90% alcohol
2\ mins 95% alcohol
2\ mins Absolute alcohol
2 x 2^ mins Xylene
The sections were mounted in DPX (BDH)
2.5 Solutions
2.5.1, Operating Solutions
Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (BSS)
1) 100 ml normal strength Hank's modified balanced salt
solution
2) 1-2 ml Penicillin/streptomycin (5,000 U/4nl : 5,000 g/ml)
3) 2 ml 1M Hepes buffer
(All solutions obtained from Flow Laboratories)
The ph. was adjusted to 7.4 with IN. NaOH judged by the
contained phenol red indicator.
The solution was sterilized by being passed through a 13nrn
0.45 ym millipore filter with a type AP20 depth prefilter (lQrm in
diameter) in a Swinnex plastic autoclave holder for sterilising small
volumes. (Millipore UK. Ltd.)
Avian Ringer
Howard's modified Ringer solution (Howard 1953; Spratt 1955)
7.2g Na CI
0.37g K CI




600 mis Cellosolve (2-etho-oxyethanol) (BDH)
300 mis chloroform (M&B)
100 mis glacial Acetic acid (BDH)
r 3H1 -thymidine in Balanced Salt Solution
(Methyl - 3H) Thymidine (Radio- Chemical Centre, Amersham)
of the following specification was used:
Specific Activity 5.0 Curies/nmol
Radioactive Concentration 1.0 mCi/ml
Total Activity 1.0 mCi/ml
The [3H] -thymidine was diluted 1:4 with sterile Hanks
Balanced Salt Solution so that the radioactive concentration was
now 200p Ci/ml. Thus each injection of 0.05ml contains 10p Ci [3H]
thymidine. It was stored at 4°C.
2.5,2 Histological Solutions
Chrcme Alum - gelatine
O.lg chrome alum dissolved in 100 mis distilled water
0.5g gelatin dissolved by heating in 50 mis distilled water
An equal volume of chrane alum solution is added to the




Absolute alcohol 10 ml
Aluminium potassium suphate (potash Alum) 20g
Distilled water 200 ml
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Mercuric Oxide 0.5g
Haematoxylin is dissolved in alcohol, and the alum in water
by gentle heating. The two solutions are mixed together and
rapidly brought to the boil. They are then removed from the heat
to add the mercuric oxide. CCare is needed because the mixture
can be dangerously reactive). The solution is then reheated until
it becomes deep purple in colour. The flask is immersed in cold
water to stop the reaction.
Haematal 8
a) 15.8g Aluminium Sulphate
1 litre Distilled water
b) 1.88g Haematein
500 ml Ethylene Glycol
1 litre Distilled water
Equal quantities of a) and b)
Eos in
4g eosin per lOCml distilled water
Lithium carbonate
Saturated solution of LiCo^ obtained by maintaining a
Winchester with undissolved LiCo^ at the bottom.
Potassium alum
Saturated solution potash alum - 114g 1 litre
Acid Alcohol
1 ml concentrated HC1 in 100 ml 70% alcohol
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2.5.3 Autoradiographic Solutions
Trichloroacetic Acid - 5%
5g of trichloroacetic acid dissolved in 100 ml distilled
water.
Nuclear Emulsion
K2 (Ilford) nuclear anulsion, mixed with equal quantities of
distilled water and melted over a water bath maintained at 50°C
Developer
Kodak D19B developer made up with distilled water according
to manufacturers instructions, and stored and used at 16°C
Fixative
Amfix, made up with distilled water according to
manufacturers instructions and stored and used at 16°C
2.6 Motoneurone Counts
Lateral motor column motoneurones were identified both by
their position within the spinal cord and also by their morphology.
They lie in a column situated at the ventro -lateral margin of the
grey matter, fig (2.2), extending from segments 22 or 23 to 30
(Hamburger 1975). They have large oval or round nuclei! that contain
1-3 nucleoli and are surrounded by darkly staining cytoplasm,
fig (2.3).
The number of motoneurones in both right and left side lumbar
lateral motor columns was estimated using a systematic sampling
procedure. The number of motonuerones in every tenth section was
counted, magnification (x 600), with the aid of a grid. An estimate
of total motoneurone number was calculated from





Transverse section of the spinal cord mid -way along the
length of the lumbar lateral motor column. The lateral motor columns,
marked by arrows, lie in the ventro-lateral part of the spinal cord.





Figure 2.3. Morphology of lateral motor column motoneurones in an
embryo at day 10 of incubation. They have large, well defined
nucleoli surrounded by darkly staining cytoplasm. IMC- lateral
motor column.
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Nj_ is the estimate of the total number of motoneurones in the
population.
Ng is the number of motoneurones in the sample (the total
frcm all counted sections).
P is the frequency at which sections are sampled. For these
experiments P = 10.
The method of systematic sampling assumes that the number of
cells in the counted section is an average of the number of cells
per section for the 5 preceeding sections and 5 following sections.
The most accurate method of estimating the total number of neurones
in a given population is to count all neurones in every section.
However the extra work does not warrant the small gain in accuracy.
The technique of systanatic sampling of periodic sections
throughout the lateral motor column was chosen because it has been
shown to be more accurate than a random sampling procedure
(Konigsmark 1970) and also because the experiments dananded that
motoneurone distribution along the rosto-caudal axis of the lateral
motor column be known. Further systematic sampling of periodic
sections has become the standard method for motoneurone estimations
in the chick lateral motor column (e.g. Hamburger 1975; Oppenheim et
al 1978; Laing & Prestige 1978),
2.6.1. Errors in Motoneurone Number Estimations
Possible sources of error in estimating motoneurone number
include:
(1) The reliability with which lateral motor column
motoneurones are identified. Difficulties arise in correctly
identifying lateral motor column motoneurones frcm other large
interneurones situated at the ventero-lateral margin of the grey
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matter, when very few motoneurones remain per section, as after
radical limb amputation. This is because one of the most useful
criteria for reliably identifying lateral motor column moto¬
neurones is the presence of other motoneurones. These difficulties
in identification may lead to an over-estimation of low motoneurone
number.
(2) The accuracy with which motoneurones are counted. The
counting error involved in total motoneurone estimates was small
since all recounts were within 3% of the original estimate.
One other source of error that must be mentioned is that due
to double counting of motoneurones. This may arise because
motoneurones are split in two by the microtome knife and therefore
appear in two adjacent sections. They are then counted as two cells
instead of one. However motoneurone estimates have not been
corrected for double counting. The reason is given in the appendix.
2.7 Muscle Volume Estimations from Camera Lucida Drawings
All muscle volume estimations were made fron serial camera
lucida drawings 160y m apart throughout the hind limbs. Drawings
were made every 20th section for those embryos sectioned at 8vim
thickness; for those sectioned at 5pm thickness drawings were made
every 32nd section.
In seme embryos, those whose spinal cords were sectioned at
5pm thickness for autoradiography, the most anterior parts of the
limb in the same sections as the spinal cord were sectioned at 5pm
thickness, the remaining parts of the limb at 8pm thickness. In
these embryos initially every 32nd section was drawn. However a
problem arose on transition of the sections frcm 5pm to 8pm thickness
as to how to determine which section was 160pm from the last drawn
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at 5pm thickness. The problan was resolved in the following way:
When the number of 5pm sections remaining was less than 32,
the thickness of tissue ranaining (y) sectioned at 5pm thickness
can be calculated from
y = No. of remaining sections x 5pm
The next section to be drawn should therefore be (160 - y) pm
in frem the start of sections cut at 8pm thickness. The number of
sections (b) that this distance is frcm the start of sections cut at
8pm can be calculated frcm :
b= aeo - y)
8
Thus the section that is 160pm away frcm the previous section
drawn may be determined. Occasionally the value for b was not a
whole number. In these instances the value of b was rounded up or
down to the nearest whole number.
Camera lucida drawings were made using a Wild stereo
dissecting microscope and camera lucida attachment at xl4 magnification.
In every section, each muscle was identified according to its
insertion and origin using the nomenclature of Hudson (Hudson et al
1959) and then according to its muscle mass of origin - dorsal or
ventral (Rcmer 1927, Wbrtham 1948). Shorn in fig (2.4) is a
photograph of a section of a control limb through the thigh.
Each muscle has been named. A camera lucida drawing frcm this
photograph is shown in fig (2.5). The muscles are shaded according
to their muscle mass of origin.
The drawings were photocopied and the photocopies cut up into
separate muscle areas which were individually weighed. For each




Photograph of a longitudinal section of the thigh through
the knee of the left hind limb of an embryo at day 10 of incubation.
The muscles have been identified according to their origin and
insertion and named according to Hudson ( Hudson et al 1959).
Key.
A - adductor longus et hrevis 11- iliotibialis
Ac- accessory K - knee
B - biceps femoris 0 - obturator internus
Fe-femoritibialis externus P - pelvic girdle
Fi-femoritibialis ■ internus. Pr- piriformis
Fm- femoritibialis medius S - sartorius
I - ischiofemoralis Sn- sciatic nerve.
Figure 2.5.
Camera lucida drawing of the photograph shown in Figure 2.4.
Each muscle has been identified according to its muscle mass of origin
( Raner 1927, Wortham 1948 ) and shaded appropriately. Fran these
drawings the muscle areas were cut out, separately weighed, and muscle








The volume of muscle can be calculated from the weight of
photocopy paper as follcws:
2
Iran muscle is equivalent to Xg (14 x 14ran) of photocopy
paper.
Therfore the area of muscle represented by the photocopy
3
paper = total weight of paper mm
X
volume = area x length
then
3
Muscle volume in ran
X
- total wt. of paper x section thickness x sampling frequency
X x 1000
The value of X may be calculated frcm the weight of the
photocopy paper square of known dimensions.
* Wt of pother in j j section tWCctness i nyu-m..
2.7.1. Errors of the method
The accuracy of the method in estimating the muscle volume
depends on several factors. These include:
(1) The accuracy with which drawings are made and muscle areas
cut out. Every effort was made to reduce these systematic errors
to a minimum. Their magnitude is unlikely to be more than 1%.
However an important factor in estimating very low muscle volumes
such as occur after radical amputation may be a failure to include
scattered muscle fibres in the drawings, because they are not
recognised as such. This may then lead to an underestimation of
very low muscle volumes.
(2) Constancy of paper thickness. This error was kept to a
minimum by using photocopy paper frcm the same batch for each embryo
and by calculating X frcm a photocopy square of known dimensions for
each embryo. Its magnitude is again probably of the order of 1%.
(3) The accuracy of section thickness. The section thickness
as measured by the knob setting of the mircrotane was checked in
the following manner (Konigsmark 1970). The section was placed
rnder a microscope at high power magnification (xl500) The fine
focus of the microscope was then adjusted so that an object on the
bottcm surface of the section was in focus. The micrometer
reading on the microscope was noted. The focus was then adjusted
so that an object on the upper surface of the section was in focus
and the micrometer reading noted. From the difference in micrometer
readings an estimate of section thickness was obtained. The section
thickness of embryos sectioned at a knob setting of 8pm was
7.90pm * 0.55 (SD) (n=40) and of anbryos sectioned at 5pm knob
setting, 4.92pm * 0.67 (SD) (n=49). These values are in good
agreanent with the knob setting estimations of section thickness.
Errors in section thickness are important in estimations of
absolute muscle volumes and this affects comparisons between animals
but not comparisons between different sides of the same embryo,
2.8 Determination of Motoneurone Positon within the Lateral Motor
Column
2.8.1 Postro-Caudal Position
Motoneurone distribution in the rostro-caudal axis of the
lateral motor column was determined using rostro-caudal 'tenths'.
The length of the lateral motor column was divided into tenths and
the total number of motoneurones in each tenth was calculated.
One of the most commonly used methods to gauge motoneurone
distribution in the rostro-caudal axis of the lateral motor column
is to divide the lateral motor column into segments. The boundary
between segments has been arbitarilv set by Hamburger (1958) as the
section midway between that containing the last axons of one ventral
root and that containing the first axons of the next. Landmesser (1978a)
uses the section midway between the dorsal root ganglia to mark the
segment boundaries.
However the use of segments to divide up the lateral motor
column and compare the rostro-caudal distributions of motcneurones
between animals suffers frcm the disadvantage of a large scatter in
motoneurone number in any given segment due to differences between
pre and post fixed embryos. For instance Laing (1979), expressing
the number of motoneurones per segment as a percentage of the total
number of motoneurones, found motoneurone number in segment 23
varird fran 2.3 to 14.4%. m addition sometimes the lateral motor
column started in segment 22, sometimes segment 23. For these reasons
the method of using rostro-caudal tenths was adopted. The division
into tenths, and not any other fraction was chosen for convenience.
The use of tenths is not directly comparable to segments since
there are normally eight segments.
Calculation of the number of motoneurones per rostro-caudal
tenth is a fairly complicated procedure. This is because of the way
in which motoneurones in the lateral motor column were counted.
Initially the rough extent of the lateral motor column was determined
under lew power and the sections were numbered from a point rostral
to where the low power scan had indicated the start of the lateral
motor column to be. Counting was then started in the middle of the
lateral motor column on a section a multiple of 10 frcm the first
numbered section. Counts were made every lOth section bo the
rostral and caudal ends of the lateral motor column. The lateral
motor column thus ended somewhere between the last section counted
and the lOth from it which contained no motoneurones - on average
this was 5 sections away. This was justified because it was
sanetinies difficult to be absolutely certain, to one section,
where the lateral motor column ended, although it was possible to
be certain over a small number of sections.
Fig (2.6) shows the rostro-caudal distribution of moto-
neurones for every loth section of the lateral motor column of a
control embryo, sectioned at 8jim thickness. Each counted section
represents an estimate of the average number of motoneurones in
the 5 preceeding sections and the 5 following sections. The most
rostral counted section to contain motoneurones, section 30
therefore represents sections 25-35. The total number of sections
counted in all was 480, and a tenth of the rostro-caudal length of
this onbryo is 48 sections. The first tenth, or 48 sections,
contains the first 4 motoneurone counts plus 0.8 of the 5th count,
the next tenth contains 0.2 of the 5th motoneurone count, the next
4 motoneurone counts plus 0.6 of the lOth motoneurone count, and so
on until the last section is counted.
2.8,2 Medio-Lateral Position
Motoneurone position in the medio-lateral axis of the lateral
motor column was determined by motoneurone 'birthdate'. Lateral
motor column motoneurones are formed between stages 17-23 of
development and are laid down in the lateral motor columns in rostro-
caudal as well as medio-lateral temporal sequence. At any given
rostro-caudal level the 'first-born' motoneurones settle medially
within the lateral motor column, 'later-born' motoneurones migrate
through these 'first-born' motoneurones to be laid down on their
lateral border, and so on until the motor columns are formed
(Hollyday and Hamburger 1977). The 'birthdate' of motoneurones
can thus be used to determine medio-lateral position within the
Figure 2.6
The rostro-caudal distribution of motoneurones for
every 10th section of the lateral motor column of a control
embryo sectioned at 8/*n thickness. Each counted section
represents an estimate of the average number of motoneurones
in the 5 preceeding sections and the 5 following sections.













The technique of cumulative labelling autoradiography is used
in the chick to determine motoneurone 'birthdate'. This is
because [3H] - thymidine which is injected to 'label' dividing
cells, remains available throughout the duration of the experiment
(Fujita 1964), [3H] - thymidine serves almost exclusively as a
precursor for deoxyribonucleic acid (DMA) and is incorporated into
cells synthesizing DNA prior to mitosis (Reichard & Esthorn 1951).
The subsequent behaviour of cells that have incorporated t3H] -
thymidine may be traced using the standard techniques of auto¬
radiography (Sidman 1970).
Qnbryos received an injection of PH ] - thymidine at stage
19 of development. All motoneurone precursors undergoing their
final divisions after this time incorporate [3H] - thymidine into
their nucleii and appear labelled with silver grains on an
autoradiograph. All motoneurone precursors that have undergone their
final division before this time will not incorporate PH] - thymidine
and will appear 'unlabelled' on an autoradiograph. This injection
schedule therefore leaves 'unlabelled' all motoneurones that have
undergone their final division before stage 19 of development.
These motoneurones normally occupy a medial position within the
lateral motor column and innervate muscles derived from the ventral
muscle mass (Hollyday 1978).
2,9 Distinguishing 'unlabelled' from 'labelled' motoneurcnes
on an autoradiograph
During the preparation of an autoradiograph, radioactive
tissue is placed in very close contact with a nuclear emulsion. In
this experiment the tissue contained pH) - thymidine which emits
8 - particles. The 8 - particles enter the nuclear emulsion and
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react with silver brcmide crystals to form a 'latent-image'. The
concept of 'latent-image' formation is based on the theory of
Gurney & Mott (1938). The emitted (3 - particles cause the bromide
ion to became bromine. The electron so released travels through the
crystal until it reaches a sensitivity spot in the crystal lattice.
At this site a silver ion becomes converted into an atcm of silver.
When a sufficient number of atcms of silver form a 'latent-image' is
produced. In the presence of a developing agent, the nucleus of
metallic silver catalyses the conversion of the entire crystal to
metallic silver. The brcmide crystals which have not been reduced
to silver are dissolved out by the fixative leaving a pattern of
silver grains reproducing the pattern of radioactivity falling on
the emulsion. In this way the position of radioactive material in
a tissue can be visualized.
In the preparation of autoradiographs two different types of
control are necessary. One is to control for 'latent-image' fading,
that is the conversion of silver grains back to silver brcmide.
This often happens in the presence of oxidising agents or high
humidity. The other is to control for 'background', that is the
formation of silver grains in the emulsion other than by the
radioactivity in the tissues. Causes of background silver grains
include white light, pressure and chemicals within the tissue -
chenography.
The control used in these experiments for 'latent-image'
fading was sections of 'non-radioactive' chick spinal cord that
had been treated in exactly the same way as the autoradiographs,
but had been exposed to white light for 5 seconds after the initial
drying period. The presence of 'latent-image' fading in these slides
can be detected by comparing the grain density over the tissue
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compared to that over the slide. If 'latent-image' fading was
observed in these slides, that batch of autoradiographs was
discarded.
The control for 'background' silver grains used in these
experiments was sections of 'non-radioactive' chick lumbar spinal
cord that had been treated in exactly the same way as the
autoradiographs. The level of 'background' activity on these
slides was used as the basis for identifying 'labelled' from
'unlabelled' motoneurones. The following procedure was adopted.
The number of silver grains on the control slides over each
of the lateral motor column motoneurones on every loth section was
counted and separately noted. This generally involved counting
between 60 to 110 motoneurones, depending on the number of control
slides. The mean number and standard deviation of silver grains
over the motoneurone nucleus was then calculated. If the level of
background activity was high, these autoradiographs were not used.
m most instances it was easy to distinguish between
'labelled' and 'unlabelled' motoneurones. The 'labelled' moto¬
neurones had large numbers of silver grains over their nucleii while
the 'unlabelled' motoneurones had none, fig (2.7). Sane moto¬
neurones were not so easy to distinguish since they had fewer silver
grains over their nucleii. m these cases the silver grains over
the motoneurone were counted and compared to the background as
calculated fran the control slides. If the number of silver grains
the mam plus
was greater thanAtwo standard deviations of the mean, then the
motoneurone was counted as 'labelled'. If the number of silver
fcho. M£a.w- plus
grains was less than^two standard deviations of the mean it was
counted as 'unlabelled'.




The difference between 'unlabelled' motoneurones and
'labelled' rnotoneurones. Autoradiograph of a control embryo
on day 10 of incubation. 10 Ci 3H-thymidine at stage 19 of
development. Arrows mark the 'unlabelled' motoneurones.
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LIMB MORPHOLOGY AND MUSCLE VOLUMES RESULTS
3.1 Control Limbs
Morphology
A series of camera lucida drawings of sections of a control
limb are shown in fig (3.1). Because of the orientation of the
limb relative to the transverse axis of the spinal cord during
sectioning, the thigh is in longitudinal section, and the shank in
transverse section. Photographs of the sections frcm which two of
these drawings were made are shown in figs (3.2) and (3.3).
Fig (3.1) shows that dorsal thigh muscle lies predominantly
anterior to the femur although it is situated along the entire
anterior posterior axis of the thigh. All ventral thigh muscle
lies posterior to the femur. Dorsal shank muscle lies
predcmininatly on the anterior aspect of the shank, separated frcm
the posteriorally situated ventral muscle by the fibula and tibia.
The two muscle types meet on the dorsal and ventral borders of the
shank.
Muscle Volumes
Table (3.1) shows a considerable variation in the volumes of
dorsal, ventral, thigh and shank muscle in control limbs. In order
to allow direct comparison between limbs, muscle volumes were
expressed as a percentage of the total muscle volume. The results
are shown in fig (3.4).
Reference to fig (3.4) shows that on day 10 of incubation a
greater proportion of the control muscle volume is derived from
the dorsal than frcm the ventral muscle mass - 57,6 + 1.5% (SD)
and 42.4 * 1.5% (SD) respectively. Further the dorsal muscle mass
contributes a greater proportion of muscle to the thigh than to
65.
• Figure 3.1.
Series of camera lucida drawings through the hind limb
of a control embryo on day 10 of incubation,
a/ Longitudinal section through the anterior part of the thigh. Only
dorsal muscle is present,
b/ Longitudinal section of the thigh through the femur. Again only
dorsal thigh muscle is present,
c/ Longitudinal section of the thigh through the knee posterior to
the femur. Both dorsal and ventral thigh muscle is present. A little
ventral shank muscle, denoted by the arrow, appears on the anterior
border of the knee,
d/ Longitudinal section of the posterior thigh and transverse section
of the proximal shank. Both dorsal and ventral thigh muscle are
present. Dorsal muscle is present on the anterior border of the shank.
Ventral muscle is present on the posterior border,
e/ Longitudinal section of the thigh and transverse section of the
mid-shank. Again both dorsal and ventral thigh and shank muscle is
present.
f/ Longitudinal section of the extreme posterior thigh and transverse
section of the distal shank. No dorsal thigh muscle is present.
Ke£
Dorsal muscle. p - pelvic girdle
Ventral muscle. fe - femur.
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Table 3.1
Muscle volumes in mm3 in control limbs of embryos at day 10
of incubation.












A278 16.3 9.4 6.9 7.7 2.8 10.5 1.8 4.0 5.8
P23 16.8 9.8 7.0 7.8 3.1 10.9 2.0 3.9 5.9
P29 17.9 10.1 6.9 8.3 2.9 11.2 1,8 4.0 5.8
P31 13.9 7.5 5.5 6.1 2.2 8.3 1.4 3.3 4.7
P34 15.4 8.7 6.7 7.0 3.0 10.0 1.8 3.7 5.5
P37 18.5 11.1 7.4 9.2 3.6 12.8 1.9 3.8 5.7
P38 17.5 10.2 7.3 8.6 3.4 12.0 1.6 3.9 5.5
P43 13.0 7.1 5.9 5.8 2.6 8.4 1.3 3.3 4.6
P49 17.5 9.8 7.7 8.2 3.6 11.8 1.6 4.1 5.7
P61 20.8 11.4 9.4 9.0 4.6 13.6 2.4 4.8 7.2
P67 17.1 10.0 7.1 8.2 3.3 11.5 1,8 3.8 5.6
P75 17.9 10.2 7.7 8.5 3.5 . 12.0 1.7 4.2 5.9
PI 65 20.7 12.0 8.7 9.7 3.8 13.5 2.3 4.9 7.2
P181 21.0 12.0 9.0 9.4 3.2 12.6 2.6 5.8 8.4
PI 82 18.9 11.1 7.8 9.2 3,6 12.8 1.9 4.2 6.1
P186 19.9 11.6 8.3 9.7 4.0 13.7 1.9 4.3 6.2
P189 21.2 12.6 8.6 10.0 3.8 13.8 2.6 4.8 7.4
P230 20.5 12.2 8.3 9.9 3.9 13,8 2.3 4.4 6.7
P231 25.6 14.3 11.3 11.1 5.3 16.4 3.2 6.0 9.2
P234 17.1 9.8 7.3 8.6 3.6 12.2 1.2 3.7 4.9
Mean 18.3 10.6 7.7 8.6 3.5 12.1 2.0 4.3 6.2
S.D. 2.8 1.7 1.3 1.3 0.7 1.9 0,5 OaZ
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40 Figure3.4.
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the shank - 47.1
__ 2.0% CSD) and 10.6 _ 1.3% (SD) respectively.
The ventral muscle mass contributes approximately equal
proportions of muscle to the thigh and shank - 19.1 * 1.6% (SD)
and 23.3 * 1,6% (SD) respectively.
The thigh is therefore composed of about 47% dorsal
muscle and 19% ventral muscle and this comprises about 66% of
total muscle volume. The shank is composed of about 11% dorsal




Hnbryos with varying degrees of amputation of the right hind
limb bud were produced. Shown in fig (3.5) is a photograph of an
embryo with amputation of almost the entire limb. A small portion
of proximal thigh ranains. All limb structures distal to this are
missing.
Shown in fig (3.6) is a series of camera lucida drawings, of
control and amputated limbs of an embryo with amputatation of the
right limb at the knee. Photographs of the sections frcm which the
drawings in fig (3,6 c) were made are shown in figs (3.7) and (3.8),
The morphology of the thigh in the amputated limb is similar to
that of the control limb. Almost the entire shank is missing
Muscle Volumes
Partial amputation of the shank on day 4 of incubation has no
effect on the volume of thigh muscle ranaining on day 10 of
incubation. The volumes of thigh and shank muscles in control and
amputated limbs, are shown in table (3.2), and expressed as a
percentage of control muscle volume in Fig (3.9). Frcm fig (3.9)




Photograph of an embryo on day 10 of incubation
following transverse amputation of the right hind limb bud on
day 4 of incubation. Almost the entire limb is missing.
Figure3»6.
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Eltibryo Control Muscle Thigh Muscle Shank Muscle
Volume xtrn3 Volume nm3 Volume nm3
Control Amputated Control Amputated
PI 81 21.0 12.0 13.44 8.4 3.19
P230 20.6 13.9 13.9 6.7 3.8
P231 25.7 16.4 14.7 9.2 6.5
P232 18.2 12.1 10.6 6.1 5.1
P234 17.3 12.3 11.4 5.0 7.1
Table (3.2)
Volumes of thigh and shank muscle In control and amputated limbs.
Embryos at day 10 of Incubation. Transverse amputation of the right





















The effect of amputation of the shank on the volume
of thigh muscle. Shank and thigh muscle volumes expressed
as a percentage of the control limb total muscle volume.
Open circles the percentage of thigh and shank muscle in
control limbs; filled circles the percentage of shank and
thigh muscle in amputated limbs. Transverse amputation on
day 4 of incubation. Embryos fixed on day 10 of incubation.
Each point represents one embryo. Muscle volume in mm3.
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elements following partial amputation of the shank does not




Shown In fig (3.10) is a photograph of an embryo on day 10 of
Incubation with almost total absence of ventral muscle. The
skeleton of the entire limb is intact, although the limb is shorter
than the contra-lateral control limb.
A series of camera lucida drawings of the control and
amputated limbs of such an embryo are shown in fig (3.11),
Photographs of the sections frcm which the drawings in fig (3.11c)
were made are shown in figs (3.12) and(3.13). The morphology of the
amputated and control limbs are similar in sections through, or
anterior to, the femur, fig (3.11 a, b ). Sections of limb
posterior to the fenur show that very little ventral thigh muscle
remains. A little ventral shank muscle is present, fig (3.11 c, d)
Muscle Volumes
Removal of the ventral muscle mass on day 4 of incubation does
not significantly affect the volume of dorsal muscle remaining on
day 10 of incubation. The volumes of dorsal and ventral muscle in
control and amputated limbs, are shown in table (3.3) and
expressed as a percentage of control muscle volume in fig (3.14).
The arrow in fig (3.14) marks the mean relationship between the
percentage of dorsal and ventral muscle in control limbs (see fig
(3.4).
The data shown in fig (3,14) suggest that removal of a large





Photograph of an einbryo on day 10 of incubation
following ventral amputation of the right hind limb bud on
day 4 of incubation. The amputated limb is scmewhat shorter
than the contralateral control limb. The skeletal system is
intact. The embryo has been partly eviscerated.
Figure 3.11.
A series of camera lucida drawings through the control
and amputated limbs of an embryo on day 10 of incubation following
ventral amputation of the right limb bud on day 4 of incubation,
a/ Longitudinal section through the anterior thigh. Dorsal thigh muscle
is present in both limbs,
b/ Longitudinal section of the thigh through the femur. Dorsal thigh
muscle is present,
c/ Longitudinal section of mid-thigh and transverse section of the
extreme proximal shank. Little ventral thigh muscle remains in the
amputated limb compared to the control limb. No ventral shank
muscle is present in the amputated limb,
d/ Longitudinal section through posterior thigh and transverse section
of the mid-shank. A very little ventral shank muscle is present
in the amputated limb. There is no ventral thigh muscle.
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Control Amputated Control Amputated
P33 19.6 11.1 10,4 8.5 6.3
P34 15.4 8.7 8.0 6,7 4.0
P38 17.5 10.2 10.2 7.3 4.8
P88 19.8 10.9 9.0 8.9 3.1
P104 14.4 8.7 7.7 5.7 0.7
PI 65 20.6 12.0 8.9 8,6 1.4
P176 12.1 7.4 5.7 4.7 1.6
P296 23.3 12.6 11.8 10.7 2.9
P318 12.4 7.3 6.2 5.1 0.3
T177 14.0 8.3 5.0 5.7 0.1
T178 16.6 9.5 8.6 7.1 0.4
Table 3.3
Dorsal and ventral muscle volume In control and amputated
limbs of embryos at day 10 of incubation, Amputation of the
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Figure 3.14
The effect of amputation of the ventral muscle mass on
day 4 of incubation on the volume of dorsal muscle on day 10 of
incubation. Dorsal and ventral muscle volume expressed as a
percentage of the control limb total muscle volume. The arrow
marks the mean relationship between dorsal and ventral muscle
volumes in control limbs. Each point is one embryo. Muscle
volume in nm3.
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dorsal muscle volume. The apparent reduction in dorsal muscle
volume is however not significant. (Regression coefficient -
0.29 * 0.15 (SE); p < 0.10 > 0.05, Student's t-test)
3.2.3. Dorsal imputations
Morphology
Fig (3.15) shows the photograph of an embryo on day 10 of
incubation after removal of the dorsal muscle mass on day 4 of
incubation.
As seen after ventral amputation, the skeletal system of the
entire limb is intact. The amputated limb is again slightly
shorter than the contra-lateral control limb.
A series of camera lucida drawings through the control and
amputated limbs of an embryo with partial dorsal muscle removal are
shown in fig (3.16). Photographs of the sections frcm which the
drawings shown in fig (3.16c) were made are shown in fig (3.17) and
(3.18). In this embryo dorsal thigh muscle is much reduced in
volume compared to the control side, although not entirely absent.
Seme remains, especially anterior to the femur, fig (3.16 a). The
entire dorsal shank musculature is missing (fig 3,16 d)
Muscle Volumes
Amputation of the dorsal muscle mass on day 4 of incubation
reduces the volume of ventral as well as dorsal muscle remaining
in the amputated limb compared to the control limb on day 10 of
incubation.
The volumes of dorsal and ventral muscle in control and
amputated limbs are given in table (3.4), and expressed as a
percentage of control muscle volume in fig (3.19). The arrow in
fig (3.19) marks the mean percentage of dorsal and ventral muscle




Photograph of an embryo on day 10 of incubation
following dorsal amputation of the right hind limb bud on
day 4 of incubation. The amputated limb is slightly shorter




A series of camera lucida drawings through the control
and amputated limbs of an embryo on day 10 of incubation following
dorsal amputation of the right limb bud on day 4 of incubation,
a/ Longitudinal section of the anterior thigh. The volume of dorsal
thigh muscle is much reduced on the amputated side compared to
the control side.
b/ Longitudinal section of the thigh through the femur. Again dorsal
thigh muscle is much reduced in the amputated liirib,
c/Longitudinal section of the thigh through the knee. Some dorsal
thigh remnants are present in the amputated limb,
d/ Longitudinal section through the posterior thigh and transverse
section of the mid-shank. No dorsal muscle is present in the amputat<
limb. Only ventral muscle remains.
Key.
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Dnbryo Control Muscle Dorsal Muscle Ventral Muscle
Volume in rim3 Volume in nm3 Volume in mm3
Control Amputated Control Amputated
A278 16.3 9.4 0.9 6.9 5.0
P23 16.8 9.7 5.8 7.0 6.1
P29 17.0 10.1 4.6 6.9 5.5
P37 18.5 11.1 6.0 7.4 7.5 •
P48 12.1 7.0 0.7 5.1 3.7
P49 17.5 9.8 1.7 7.7 6.0
P61 20.8 11.4 2.0 9.4 5.7
P67 17.1 10.0 5.8 7.1 6,4
P71 12.0 6.7 0.6 5.3 3.3
P75 17.9 10.2 5.1 7.7 6.2
T73 15.8 9.5 4.8 6.3 4.0
T147 17.9 9.9 1.6 8.0 4.4
T165 24.9 13.9 6.2 11.0 7.8
T172 16.3 9.4 4.6 6.9 6.2
Table (3.4)
Volume of dorsal and ventral muscle in control and amputated
limbs. Embryo at day 10 of incubation. Amputation of the dorsal
muscle mass of right hind limb on day 4 of incubation.
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Figure 3,19
The effect of amputation of the dorsal muscle mass
on day 4 of incubation on the volume of ventral muscle on day
10 of incubation. Dorsal and ventral muscle volume expressed
as a percentage of the control limb total muscle volume. The
arrow marks the mean relationship between dorsal and ventral
muscle volumes in control limbs. Each point is one embryo.
Muscle volume in itirt3.
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dorsal muscle in amputated limbs is accompanied by a significant
reduction in the percentage of ventral muscle. (Regression
prjp-p'f^ r~*£vr»4- — 4-
0.25
_ 0.10 (SE)y p < 0.05 > 0.02, Student's t-test)
3.3 Interpretation of the Results
One possible reason for the significant decrease in ventral
muscle volume frcm control levels that is associated with dorsal
amputations fig (3.19), is that both muscle masses were accidently
amputated on day 4 of incubation. Two reasons make this possibility
unlikely.
The first is that the two muscle masses are separated frcm
one another by the prospective skeleton on day 4 of incubation
(Hamburger 1975). imputation of both dorsal and ventral muscle
masses should therefore result in ranoval of the skeleton as well
as the muscle masses. Since all embryos used in this study had
their skeletal systems intact it is unlikely that this occurred.
The second is that the reduction in ventral muscle volume also occurs
following partial amputations of the dorsal muscle mass. It is
difficult to see how partial amputation of the dorsal muscle mass
could accidently result in amputation of the ventral muscle mass.
An alternative explanation for the decrease in ventral muscle
volume is that it is due to atrophy of the remaining muscle. This
atrophy could be due to reduced limb movements. Although muscles derived
frcm the dorsal and ventral muscle masses cannot be divided into
flexor or extensor in function on the basis of their embryological
origin (Landmesser 1978a )f ranoval of the dorsal muscle mass
could conceivably result in an imbalance of muscles acting on
any given joint. This imbalance may lead to reduced movement of
the remaining muscles resulting in a failure to develop to the size
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they would normally do so. That this is a plausible explanation
is suggested by the results of transverse amputation. Amputation
of the shank does not reduce the volume of thigh muscle remaining
in the amputated limb from control levels, fig (3.9). Amputation
of the shank leaves intact antagonistic pairs of thigh muscles
whose actions will therefore be balanced. However amputation of
the ventral muscle mass does not result in a significant decrease
in dorsal muscle volume - fig (3.14). This may be related to the
different contributions of the dorsal and ventral muscle masses to
muscle volumes in limbs on day 10 of incubation. Dorsal muscle
forms about 58% of total limb volume Whereas ventral muscle only
42%, fig (3.4). Rgnoval of the smaller volume of ventral muscle
may still leave intact sufficient antagonistic pairs of muscles to




THE EFFECT OF AMPUTATION ON THE LATERAL MOTOR COLUMNS
4.1 Morphology
The effect of all three types of amputation is to reduce the
size of the ipsilateral lateral motor column compared to the contra¬
lateral motor column on day 10 of incubation fig (4.1),
4.2 Motoneurone Number
Motoneurone number is reduced in the ipsilateral lateral motor
column on day 10 of incubation with all three types of amputation.
The extent of the loss is directly related to the extent of muscle
loss. Motoneurone number is unaffected in the contra-lateral
lateral motor column, fig (4,2). m order to compensate for the
large variation in motoneurone numbers in control sides, fig (4.3) ,
motoneurone number on the amputated side was expressed as a
percentage of that on the contra-lateral control side. Similarly
muscle volume in the amputated limb was expressed as a percentage
of that in the contra-lateral control limb. The data are given in
tables (4.1, 4.2, 4.3) and depicted graphically in figs. (4.4,
4.5 & 4.6).
Fig (4,4) shows that on day 10 of incubation there is a
linear relationship between the percentage of motoneurones in the
ipsilateral lateral motor column and the percentage of muscle
remaining in the amputated limb following transverse amputation.
(Regression coefficient = 0.95 ^ 0.06 (SE) p < 0.001 Student's t-test),
A linear relationship also exists between the percentage of
motoneurones and the percentage of ventral muscle remaining on day







The effect of amputation of the right hind limb bud on
day 4 of incubation on the morphology of the lateral motor column
on day 10 of incubation. The lateral motor column is reduced on
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Figure 4,2 Number of motoneurones innervating limb contralateral
to amputation compared with the degree of amputation,
Ampuation on day 4 of incubation. Embryos fixed on day 10 of
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Figure 4.3
Motoneurone number and muscle volume in mm3 in the control
sides of embryos on day 10 of incubation. Each point is one
embryo.
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Motoneurone Number Muscle Volume in irm3
No. Control Amputated Control Amputated
PI81 15.280 12,080 21.0 16,7
P182 13.160 1,530 18.8 0.5
PI 86 14.480 5.800 19.9 6.5
PI 87 12,200 5,890 21.3 10.2
P229 10,810 7,720 18.0 12.4
P230 13,360 11,290 20.6 17.7
P231 10,730 9.760 25.7 21.1
P232 12,240 11,480 18.2 15.7
P234 11,580 8,140 17.3 12.1
Table (4.1)
Motoneurone number and muscle volume in control and
amputated sides of embryos on day 10 of incubation. Transverse
amputation on day 4 of incubation.
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Bmhryo Motoneurone Number Muscle Volume in mm3
Control Ammputated Control Amputated
Total Ventral Total Ventral
P33 13,950 12,200 19.6 8.5 16.9 6.5
P34 13,600 12,750 15.5 6.7 12.0 4.0
P38 15,120 13,100 17.5 7.3 15.0 4.8
P88 13,390 9,520 19.8 8.9 12,1 3.1
PI 04 15,630 8,450 14.4 5.7 8.4 0.7
PI 65 13,700 9,220 20.6 8.6 10.3 1.4
PI 76 13,000 9,730 12.1 4.7 7.3 1.6
P296 10,890 7,860 23,3 10,7 14.7 2.9
P318 11,650 6,380 12.4 5.1 6.5 0.3
T177 13,820 6,180 14.0 5.7 5.1 0.1
T178 14,320 7,770 16.6 7.1 9.0 0.4
Table 4.2
Motoneurone number, total and ventral muscle volume in
the control and amputated sides of embryos at day 10 of incubation.
Ventral amputation on day 4 of incubation.
1U3,
No. Motoneurone No. Muscle Volume in mm3
Control Amputated ' Control Amputated
Total Dorsal Total Dorsal
A278 15,610 8.460 16.3 9.4 5.9 0.9
P23 17,000 13,440 16.8 9.8 11.9 5.8
P29 14,630 11,360 17.0 10.1 10.1 4.6
P37 14,440 10,730 18.5 11.1 13.5 6.0
P48 15,510 7.820 12.1 7.0 4.4 0.7
P49 15,080 8,580 17.5 9.8 7.7 1.7
P61 14,230 8,480 20.8 11.4 7.7 2.0
P67 14,570 12,260 17.1 10.0 12.2 5.8
P71 14,660 7,640 12.0 6.7 3.9 0.6
P75 14,900 12,020 17.9 10.2 11.3 5.1
T73 14.360 10,890 15.8 9.5 8.8 4.8
T147 11,920 7,380 17.4 . 9.9 6.0 1.6
T165 13,810 9,660 24.9 13.9 14.0 6.2
T173 11,620 9,520 16.3 9.4 10.8 4.6
Table (4.3)
Motoneurone number, total and dorsal muscle volumes In control and
amputated sides of embryos on day 10 of incubation.
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Figure 4.4.
The number of motoneurones remaining in the amputated
side lateral motor column on day 10 of incubation ccmpared to
the volume of muscle remaining in the amputated limb.
Transverse amputation on day 4 of incubation. Motoneurone
number expressed as a percentage of the control side motoneurone
number. Muscle volume expressed as a percentage of the control
limb total muscle volume. Each point is one embryo. Solid line
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Figure 4.5.
The number of motoneurones remaining in the amputated
side lateral motor column on day 10 of Incubation ccmpared to
the volume of ventral muscle remaining in the amputated limb.
Ventral amputation on day 4 of incubation. Motoneurone number
expressed as a percentage of the control side motoneurone
number. Ventral muscle volume expressed as a percentage of the
control limb total muscle volume. Each point is one embryo.
Solid line is a theoretical regression line - see text.
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Figure 4.6.
The number of motoneurones remaining in the amputated
side lateral motor column on day 10 of incubation compared to
the volume of dorsal muscle remaining in the amputated limb.
Dorsal amputation on day 4 of incubation. Motoneurone number
expressed as a percentage of the control side motoneurone
number. Dorsal muscle volume expressed as a percentage of the
control limb total muscle volume. Each point is one embryo.
Solid line is a theoretical regression line - see text .
Muscle volume in irm3.
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(Regression coefficient = 1.33 * 0,16 (SE) p < 0,001 Student's
t-test)• between the percentage of motoneurones and the
percentage of dorsal muscle remaining on day 10 following dorsal
amputation on day 4 fig (4,6), (Regression coefficient = 0.95 *
0,10 (SE) p < 0.001 Student's t-test).
Theoretical regression lines, represented by the solid
lines in figs (4.4 - 4,6) have been drawn based on the following
assumptions:
(1) A complete limb supports the control number of
motoneurones
(2) Motoneurones must contact limb muscle in order to
survive
(3) There is a constant innervation density (defined as
motoneurone number per unit muscle volume)
(4) Motoneurones do not innervate other muscles in the
absence of their normal muscle targets
Assumption (1) defines the upper limits of the lines. In
terms of the abscissae in fig (4,4) a complete limb composed of a
100% muscle will support the control number of motoneurones - a
100%, The line will pass through the 100% : 100% point, In terms
of the abscissae in figs (4,5) and (4.6) the line will pass through
the 100% : 42.4% and the 100% : 57.6% point respectively. This is
because a complete limb supporting the control number of moto¬
neurones - a 100%, will be composed of about 42,4% ventral muscle
and about 58.6% dorsal muscle - see fig (3.4),
Assumptions (2), (3) and (4) define the behaviour of the
lines frcm the upper limits. Since motoneurones do not innervate
other muscles in the absence of their normal targets and must contact
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muscle in order to survive,and since there is a constant
innervation density throughout the limb, then loss of muscle will
be associated with an equal proportional loss of motoneurones.
The predicted lines will therefore be straight with a slope of 1.0,
For fig (4.4) relating the percentages of motoneurones to muscle
volume ranaining after transverse amputation, the predicted line
will pass through zero, For fig (4,5) relating the percentage of
ventral muscle to the percentage of motoneurones retraining after
ventral amputation the predicted line will cross the y-axis at
57.6%, This is because a limb containing no ventral muscle will
be composed entirely of dorsal muscle - about 57„6% (the mean
control value of dorsal muscle, see fig (3.4) ), and should
therefore support an equal proportional percentage of moto¬
neurones, Similarly for fig (4.6) relating the percentage of dorsal
muscle remaining to the percentage of motoneurones remaining
following dorsal amputation the predicted line will cross the y-axis
at 42.4%. This is because a limb containing no dorsal muscle will
be composed entirely of ventral muscle (42.4% - the mean control
value of ventral muscle - fig (3.4) ) and should therefore support
an equal percentage of motoneurones,
A comparison of the observed and predicted regression lines
for the three types of amputation is given in table (4,4) along with
a Student's t-test for significant difference between them. For
transverse amputations, neither the slope nor the intercept of the
observed line differs significantly frcm those of the predicted
line (p t> 0,1 and p > 0.5 respectively, Student's t-test),
Similarly for ventral amputations there are no significant differences




To IE ti So SE ts
Transverse 6.86 - 4,04 0 1.69
(p>0.5)
0.95 - 0.06 1.0 0.833
(p>0.1)
Ventral 51.85 - 2.73 57.6 - 1.5 1.85
(p> 0.05)
1.33 - 0.16 1.0 2.06
(p>0.05
Dorsal 48.61 - 2.28 42.4 - 1.5 2.27
p>0.02<0.05
0.95 - 0.10 1.0 0.5
(p>0.5)
Table (4.4)
Comparison of the observed and expected regression lines between
percentage of motoneurones and the percentage of muscle remaining on day
10 of incubation.
Transverse, dorsal and ventral amputation on day 4 of incubation.
To - observed intercept with its standard error
IE - expected intercept with its standard error
ti - Student's t-test of significant difference between To & Ie
So - observed slope with its standard error
Se - expected slope with its standard error
ts - Student's t-test of significant difference between So & Se
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lines (p > 0,05 and p >0.05 respectively, Student's t-test).
However while the slopes of the observed and predicted lines do
not differ significantly for dorsal amputations (p > 0.5, Student's
t-test), there is a significant difference between the intercepts
of the two lines (p < 0.05, Student's t-test). The y-axis
intercept of the observed regression line is 48,5% and not 42.4%
as predicted. This means that 6% more motoneurones survive than
predicted after any given dorsal amputation.
The behaviour of the observed regression lines for transverse
and ventral amputations are thus consistent with the predicted
lines that fulfil the afore mentioned criteria. -The behaviour of
the observed regression line for dorsal amputation is not
consistent in that 6% more motoneurones survive than predicted
following any given dorsal amputation,
4.3 interpretation of Results
Motoneurone loss fran the lateral motor column on day 10 of
incubation is in direct proportion to the loss of muscle for
transverse amputations, fig (4,4), This result confirms the
findings of Laing (1979) who also noted a linear relationship
between the two variables on day 10 of incubation following
transverse amputation of the chick hind limb on day 4, Similarly
a linear relationship between number of innervating motoneurones,
as estimated by HHP uptake labelling, and wet weight of muscle
for the chick hind limb on day 10 of incubation has been noted by
Landmesser (1978a). There is therefore good evidence for the
relationship.
The regression lines relating the percentage of remaining
motoneurones to the percentage of total muscle or ventral muscle
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remaining for transverse and ventral amputations respectively, do
not differ significantly frcm predicted lines based on certain
assumptions, outlined in the results, (p 107) . However the
regression line relating the percentage of remaining motoneurones
to the percentage of dorsal muscle remaining after dorsal
amputation does differ from the predicted line in that it crosses
the y-axis at 48,6% and not 42.4% as predicted. This difference
is significant at the 5% level. The slopes of the calculated and
predicted lines do not, however, differ. This means that for any
given dorsal amputation sane 6% more motoneurones survive than
predicted,
There are two possible reasons for this other than that the
assumptions upon which the predicted line is based are not valid.
One is that the increase is artifact due to errors in moto-
neurone number and muscle volume estimations. These errors became
important in estimations of low motoneurone numbers, Cwhich are
overestimated) and small muscle volumes (which are underestimated)
- see methods (2.6.1) and (2,7.1). Errors in small muscle
volumes may be equally important for transverse, dorsal and ventral
amputations. Error in estimation of low motoneurone numbers is
undoubtedly important for radical transverse amputations and may be
more important in influencing motoneurone counts remaining after
dorsal than ventral amputations. This is because of the different
rostro-caudal distribution of motoneurones innervating dorsal and
ventral muscle, see section (5.1.1), and the greater number of
motoneurones innervating dorsal than ventral muscle. Dorsal
amputation results in fewer motoneurones remaining per section,
especially in the rostral parts of the lateral motor column than
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ventral amputation. However it is difficult to see how this over-
estimation could play a role after small partial amputations of the
dorsal muscle mass since large numbers of motoneurones survive per
section after this type of amputation.
Another possible reason for the apparent 6% increase in
motoneurone survival is that there is a delay in naturally occurring
motoneurone death. Paralysis of chick embryos with a-bungarotoxin
CLaing & Prestige 1978) and cobratoxin (Pittman & Oppenheim 1978)
before and during the period of motoneurone death almost entirely
prevents motoneurone degeneration so long as the paralysis is
maintained. However Pittman & Oppenheim (1979) found 'no clear
graded increase in (motoneurone) survival with decreasing activity'
for the chick hind limb and suggested that motoneurone survival is
only affected once the decrease in activity falls below a
threshold level. If this is the case it may be that a drop in
muscle activity below threshold level occurs following dorsal
amputation, related perhaps to the previously discussed atrophy of
ventral muscle that is associated with dorsal amputations. This
would then lead to increased motoneurone survival.
Discussion of Assumptions
The assumptions upon which the predicted regression lines
relating percentage of motoneurones remaining to the percentage of
muscle remaining are based, will now be discussed for all three
types of amputation,
A Complete Limb Supports the Control Number of Motoneurones
This is not really an assumption. A complete limb supports,
by definition, the control number of motoneurones.
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Motoneurones must Contact Mascle in Order to Survive
The effect of limb amputation on motoneurone survival is
well documented (Hamburger 1931^, 1958, Oppenheim et al 1978;
Prestige 1967b) and has led to the belief that motoneurones are
dependant on contact with limb muscle for their survival. The
results of radical transverse amputation reported here confirm
this, Almost all motoneurones have disappeared from the lateral
motor column on day 10 of incubation. However a few motoneurones
do remain - the regression line relating motoneurone number to
muscle volume crosses the y axis at a positive value of 6%, fig
(4,4), but this does not differ significantly frcm a line
passing through zero. The most likely explanation for the
observed regression line crossing the y-axis at a positive value
is that it is due to error in motoneurone number estimations (see
methods 2,6). However another possibility is that a few moto¬
neurones can survive independently of the limb, A similar
explanation could account for the 6% of motoneurones that survive
above the expected number following dorsal amputation,
Other workers have also found that seine motoneurones persist
in the chick lateral motor column after early radical amputation
of the limb (Bueker 1947? Hamburger 1958; Oppenheim et al 1978;
Laing 1979). Oppenheim investigated the possibility that they
represent ectopic medial motor column motoneurones (that normally
innervate trunk musculature) by injecting HKP into the trunk
musculature, m no instance did these motoneurones become
labelled with HRP although medial motor column motoneurones proper
did so. Another possibility is that they represent motoneurones
that have innervated muscles in the contra-lateral limb. In
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Xencpus both sides of the spinal cord can innervate a single hind
limb (Lamb 1981a) and amputation of both hind limbs in Xenopus
results in total absence of ventral horn motoneurones (Lamb 1981b),
Whether this is true for chick motoneurones is not known. The
possibility that some chick motoneurones are limb-independent
requires further investigation.
Innervation Density
The linear relationship between muscle volume and motoneurone
number remaining on day 10 of incubation after transverse
amputation shows that there is a constant innervation density
throughout the proximo-distal axis of the limb. ..Although this may
be so it is conceivable that there is a differential innervation
density between muscles derived frcm the dorsal and ventral muscle
masses such that they average at 1,0. If the innervation density-
was less in dorsal muscle than in ventral muscle this could account
for the apparent 6% increase in motoneurone survival. However this
cannot be the explanation because graded amputation of the ventral
muscle mass results in an equal proportional loss of motoneurones,
not a greater than equal proportional loss which would be expected
if there was a differential innervation density between the two
muscle masses.
Although these results show that the innervation density is
constant throughout the proximo-distal as well as the dorso-ventral
axis of the limb it is Impossible to say anything about motor unit
size frcm the findings. The size of individual muscle fibres, and
the ratio of fibres to connective tissue may differ between
muscles and vary the relationship between muscle volume, as
measured by camera lucida drawings, and the number of motor units
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contained in the muscle, indeed there is evidence in the adult
(Sissons 1974) that motor unit size is smaller in distal
muscles concerned with fine movements than in more proximal
muscles. Whether this is also true for the chick on day 10 of
incubation will require electrophysiological investigation,
Motoneurones do not innervate Other Muscles in the Absence of
Their Normal Muscle Targets
The linear relationship between motoneurone number and
muscle volume remaining after transverse, ventral and dorsal
amputation suggests that in the absence of their normal muscle
targets the vast majority of motoneurones do not innervate other
muscles and thus survive the period of motoneurone death.
However another possible explanation that is also canpatable with
the results is that motoneurones do innervate other muscles in the
absence of their normal muscle targets but in doing so displace the
original innervation. In this case there would still be a linear
relationship between motoneurone number retaining and muscle volume
retraining but the pattern of innervation, of the retaining muscle
would be abnormal. The analysis of the position of the retraining
motoneurones in the lateral motor columns however shews that this is
not so, (Chapter 5),
One possible explanation for the apparent 6% increase in
motoneurone survival observed after dorsal amputation is that these
are motoneurones that do innervate other muscles in the absence of
their normal muscle targets but in doing so do not displace the
original innervation. If this is so why these 6% of motoneurones
should differ frcm the remaining 94% is not clear, nor is why
certain muscles should accept additional innervation after dorsal





THE POSITION OF REMAINING flPTONEURONES IN THE LATERAL MOTOR COLUMN
The position of motoneurones remaining in the medio-lateral
and rostro-caudal axes of the lateral motor column on day 10 of
incubation following transverse, dorsal and ventral amputation on
day 4 of incubation will now be considered,
5.1 Rostro-Caudal Position
Dorsal and ventral Amputations
The rostro-caudal distribution of motoneurones innervating
both the control and amputated sides of : a) embryos with almost
total amputation of the dorsal muscle mass are given in table
(5.1) and shown in figs (5.1a-5.6a); and embryos with almost
total amputation of the ventral muscle mass are given in table
(5.2) and shown in figs (5.1b-5.6b). m figs (5.la,b-5.6a,b) the
solid lines represent the control sides of embryos, the dashed
lines the amputated sides and the shaded areas the position and
extent of motoneurone loss between the two sides.
Almost complete amputation of the dorsal muscle mass on day
4 of incubation (all embryos had same dorsal muscle remnants
remaining varying from 5,0 to 5.8% of control limb total muscle
volume - table (5,1) ) results in loss of motoneurones from the
entire rostro-caudal extent of the lateral motor column, but with
greatest loss of motoneurones occurring in the rostral tenths.
In each case the peak of motoneurone survival occurs in caudal
tenths 5-7.
This contrasts to the rostro-caudal distribution of
motoneurones remaining after almost total amputation of the
ventral muscle mass on day 4 of incubation (ventral muscle
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Embryo A278 P48 P71
Control Amputated Control Amputated Control Amputated
Motoneurone






1 2.5 1.5 4.6 2.5 4.1 2.1
2 10.3 5.7 11.6 5.2 8.6 5.2
3 14.6 4.9 14.1 3.5 12.3 2.3
4 14.7 3.9 14.1 4.9 12.2 4.2
5 15.2 6.8 14.3 6.6 15.8 9.6
6 13.9 9.2 12.6 8.4 16.2 9.5
7 14.2 9.0 11.9 7.9 13.8 8.3
8 7.8 6.7 8.6 5.3 8.5 5.3
9 5.2 3.8 4.8 3.7 5.4 3.9
10 1.6 2.8 3.5 2.5 3.7 1.6
% dorsal muscle 57.6 5.5 57.9 5.8 55.8 5.0
Table (5.1)
Motoneurone number, percentage of dorsal muscle and percentage of
motoneurones per rostro-caudal tenth in control and amputated sides of
embryos on day 10 of incubation. Radical dorsal amputation on day 4 of
incubation. Dorsal muscle volume expressed as a percentage of control
limb total muscle volume, Motoneurone number per rostro-caudal tenth
expressed as a percentage of the control side total raotoneurone number.
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Bnbryo T177 P318 T178
Control Amputated Control Amputated Control Amputated
Motoneurone





1 4.5 2.2 4.7 2.6 3.8 3.9
2 12.0 5.4 11.2 5.7 10,3 6.8
3 12.9 7.2 11.5 7.0 13.0 10.9
4 13.2 10.4 13.8 9.0 14.7 9.8
5 13.6 6.4 11.0 7.0 14.9 7.9
6 12.6 4.6 15.5 6.3 14.9 6.1
7 12.6 3.8 11.2 4.9 13.1 4.9
8 10.9 3.1 13.8 7.1 8.4 1.3
9 5.5 1.3 4.6 3.4 4.7 0.6
10 2.2 0.1 2.6 1.7 2.2 0.6
% ventral
muscle 40.7 0.7 41.1 2.4 40.7 2.4
Table 5.2
Motoneurone number, percentage ventral muscle and percentage
of motoneurones per rostro—caudal tenth in control and amputated sides
of embryos at day 10 of incubation. Radical ventral amputation on day
4 of incubation. Ventral muscle volume expressed as a percentage of
control limb total muscle volume. Motoneurone number per rostro-caudal
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remnants varying frcm 0.7 to 2.4% of the control limb total
muscle volume - table (5.2 ) ), Although motoneurone loss again
occurs frcm the entire rostro-caudal extent of the lateral motor
column, greatest motoneurone loss occurs in the caudal tenths.
The peak of motoneurone survival occurs in rostral tenths 3 or 4,
Comparing figs (5.1a-5.6a) to figs (5.1b-5,6b) the
motoneurones remaining after almost total amputation of the dorsal
muscle mass have a different rostro-caudal distribution frcm the
remaining motoneurones of embryos with almost total amputation of
the ventral muscle mass.
The effect of adding together the percentage of motoneurones
remaining in the amputated sides of embryos with almost total
amputation of the dorsal muscle mass to those of embryos with
almost total amputation of the ventral muscle mass, for 9 embryo
pairs, is given in table (5,3). Six such additions are represented
graphically in figs (5.1c-5.6c) - the shaded areas represent the
variation in the percentage of motoneurones per rostro-caudal tenth
for control embryos, table (5,4).
m all cases the rostro-caudal distribution of motoneurones,
calculated by adding together the amputated sides of embryo pairs,
falls within the control range of rostro-caudal distributions.
Transverse Amputations
The rostral-caudal distribution of motoneurones innervating
the control and amputated sides of embryos with varying degrees of
transverse amputation are given in table (5.5) and shown in figs
(5,76-5.12b). The volumes of thigh and shank muscle in control and
amputated limbs of each embryo are shown in figs (5,7a-5.12a).
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Bnbryo 1
Percentage motoneurones per rostro-caudal tenth Total
M.N. No,2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A278 2.5 10.3 14.6 14.7 15.2 13.9 14.2 7.8 5.2 1.6 15,600
A280 4.6 12.6 15.6 13.8 15.5 12.4 11.1 6.3 5.1 3.0 15,950
P23 4.8 12.2 15.4 14.3 13.7 12.5 10.2 8.8 5.3 3.0 17,000
P29 4.0 10.3 12.3 13.8 14.6 13.1 12.1 10.1 5,3 4.4 14,620
P33 5.4 9.8 13.7 12.1 14.7 14.3 12.6 9.5 5.7 2.2 14,020
P34 3.2 8.9 13.3 13.3 13.3 15.6 14.2 9.7 5.6 3.0 13,000
P37 3.4 10.3 12.1 15.3 12.7 14.4 12.5 9.5 6.3 3.6 14,440
P38 4.8 10.0 13.1 14.8 14.4 14.6 13.0 7.9 5.3 2.6 15,120
P48 4.6 11.5 14.1 14.1 14.3 12.6 11.9 8.6 4.8 3.5 15,510
P49 4.2 9.4 14.5 17,3 15,2 12.5 13.6 6.8 4.7 2.0 15,100
P61 4.2 10.7 15.1 14.6 13.4 14.3 12.3 7.6 4.5 3.4 14,230
P67 3.1 8.7 13.4 14.3 12.7 12.9 12.8 11.5 5.9 4.5 14,570
P71 4.1 8.6 12.3 12.2 15.8 16.2 13.8 8.5 5.4 3.7 14,760
P75 4.5 11.1 13.4 14.2 14.4 13.9 12.1 8.6 5.1 2.7 15,040
P88 5.5 11.5 14.3 14.5 12.8 11.5 12.0 8.3 6.7 3.0 13,400
PI 04 3.7 8.8 12.3 11.9 12.8 13.4 14.3 13.5 6.3 2.9 15,730
P165 5.0 12.3 14.5 14.1 14.1 13.5 12.1
. 7.6 5.5 1.4 13,700
PI 76 3.7 9.1 12.7 14.0 13.9 14.0 13.1 11.1 5.7 2.6 13,000
PI 81 3.3 9.7 12.7 14.3 13.0 14.7 14.4 9.0 5.6 3.4 15,280
PI 82 5.4 11.7 12.9 13.3 13.5 14.6 11.9 8.2 4.2 4.4 13,160
P186 3.9 9.2 12.8 13.8 14.2 14.1 13.4 10.9 5.5 2.3 14,480
PI 89 4.9 10.8 12.8 11.9 15.3 15.5 11.3 9.8 4.8 2.9 12,200
P229 5.2 14.2 14.4 15.6 13.1 12.3 11.2 6.8 4.2 3.1 10,800
P230 6.2 10.9 14.7 14.1 15.5 13.2 12.7 6.5 4.3 2.0 13,260
P231 6.7 12.0 15.2 12.5 13.9 12.7 12.2 8.7 3.8 2.5 10,770
P232 6.8 10.5 16.2 15.3 14.2 14.8 10,0 6.6 3.5 2.2 12,240
P234 2.8 7.4 12.6 14.7 17.5 14.5 12.4 10,4 4.7 3.0 11,560
P296 3.8 7.8 13.1 13.9 13,0 14.7 15.4 9.4 5.5 3.5 11,220
P318 4.7 11.2 11.5 13.8 11.0 15.5 11.2 13.8 4.6 2.7 11,640
T73 4.3 7.8 9.3 12.8 14.6 14.8 13.6 12.6 7.6 2.4 14,360
T95 6.3 11.9 9.9 11.4 11.4 12.7 13.8 10.5 9.1 3.0 15,640
TT47 3.6 10.2 14.5 15.9 14.3 14.1 11.2 9.0 4.3 3.1 11,480
T165 5.9 10.4 11.6 13,8 14.1 13.7 14.0 9.8 4.6 2.1 13,910
T173 4.9 8.1 12.6 13.1 13.7 12.3 12.5 11.9 7.5 3.4 11,610
T177 4.5 12.0 12.9 13.2 13.6 12.6 12.6 10.9 5.5 2.2 13,910
Range 2.5- 8.6- 9.3 11.4- 11.0- 11.5- 10.0- 6.3- 4.2- 1.4-
6.8 14.2 16.0 17.3 17.5 16.2 15.4 13.8 9.1 4.5
Table 5,4,
Total motoneurone number and the percentage of motoneurones
per rostro-caudal tenth in control sides of embryos on day 10 of
incubation. Motoneurone number expressed as a percentage of the
control side total motoneurone number.
Table5.5
Totalmotoneuronenumbera dtoneuronerpros r -caudal

























































































































































































































Figurê.7Emb yoP230,Day10ofincub tion a/Thighndshankmusclevolumesicontrol(cleararea) andamputated(shader a)limbs, b/Motoneuronenumberp rrostro-caudaltenthicon ro (solidline)anmputated(d sheli idater l motorcolumns.Shadedareareprese tp sitionnx t ofmotoneuronelossbetweethsid s, c/Motoneuronel ssp rr stro-caudalte thihe amputatedsidlater lmotorcol mnc mparedthent ol side.Motoneuronel ssexpressedaperc ntagefth controlsidetotam toneuronenumber. R-rostral.Ccaud Transverseamputationonday4fincubati . Tenth
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Figure5.9.BnbryoP234,ra10ofincu ation a/Thighndshankmusclevolumic trol(clearrea) andamputated(shadedr a)li bs, b/Motoneuronenumberperrostro-caudalenthic nt ol (solidline)anamputatedsi(d sheli )l t ral motorcolumns.Shadedar arepresentspositiondext t ofmotoneuronel ssbetw ethides,









Figure5.10.BnbryoP 89.Day1ofincubation. a/Thighndshankmusclevolumic ntrol(cleararea) andmputated(shadedr a)li bs, b/Motoneuronenumberp rrostro-caudaltenthic ntrol (solidline)anmputatedsi(d shelin )at ral motorcolumns.Shadedarearepr sentsp sitionn extentofmoton uronelossb tw enthsid s,
















Figure5.11EmbryoPI86.Da0ofincub tion. a/Thighndshankmusclevolumic ntrol(clear area)ndmputated(shadedrlimbs, b/Motoneuronenumberp rr stro-caudalte thi control(s lidline)amputatedsid(d she line)lateralmotorcolumns.Shadeda a representspositionandxte tfm ton urone lossbetweenthosid s, c/Motoneuronel ssperrostro-caudalte thih amputatedsidlater lmotorcol mncompart thecontrolside.Mot neu onel ssexpressed aspercentageofthcontrolsidetal motoneuronenumber. R-rostral.C caudal.Transverseamp tationn day4ofincubation. Tenth
tenth
Figure5.12.BnbryoP 82Day10ofincubation. a/Thighndshankmusclevolumic trol(cle rrea) andmputated(sh der a)limbs. b/Motoneuronenumberp rr stro-caudalte thicon rol (solidline)anmputatedsiddashedlater l motorcolumns.Shadedareareprese tsp si i nnd extentofmoton uronelossbetweethsid s, c/Motoneuronel ssp rr stro-caudalte thih amputatedsidlater lmo orcol mnomparedthe controlside.Tlotoneuronelossexpres eda percentageofthcontrolsidetalm to u one number, R-rostral.C-caud l.Transversemutationond y4 ofincubation. c/ J1IL
CR12345678910 tenth
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Figs (5,7-5,9) show the results of three embryos with
varying degrees of amputation of the shank ranging frcm under
50% less to almost entire loss. Thigh volumes remain "unaffected,
m all three embryos motoneurone loss occurs frcm mid to caudal
tenths 4-10, with little or no motoneurone loss frcm rostral
tenths 1-2. However there is some motoneurone loss frcm rostro-
caudal tenth 3 for embryo P230 - fig (5.7c),
Figs (5,10-5,12) show the results of three embryos with
varying degrees of amputation of the thigh as well as the entire
shank. Loss of seme 25% of the thigh, fig (5.10), is associated
with loss of motoneurones frcm rostral tenths 1,3 as well as
extensive loss frcm mid to caudal tenths 4-10, Loss of 50% of
the thigh is associated with greater motoneurone loss frcm
tenths 1-4, fig (5,11), than for the previous embryo, Almost
entire amputation of the limb, fig (5.12), results in extensive
motoneurone loss frcm the entire rostro-caudal extent of the
lateral motor column,
Motoneurone loss due to amputation of the shank only
therefore occurs predominantly frcm mid to caudal tenths of the
lateral motor column, Arrputation of the thigh and the shank
results in motoneurone loss frcm rostral as well as mid to
caudal tenths of the lateral motor column. The position of loss
of. motoneurones due to amputation of the thigh may therefore be
deduced to occur predeminantly frcm rostral tenths, although seme
loss may occur frcm more mid to caudal tenths,
5,2 Medio-Lateral Position
Motoneurone position in the medio-lateral axis of the
lateral motor column was determined by motoneurone 'birthdate*,
137.
Motoneurones that normally innervate ventral muscles can be
distinguished frcm motoneurones that normally innervate dorsal
muscles by an injection of [3H] - thymidine at an appropriate
developmental stage, Accordingly embryos were injected with
lOyCi [3H] - thymidine at stage 19 of development,
Autoradiographs of control sides of two such embryos are shown
in fig (5.13a,b). The lateral motor column motoneurones are
identified by their well-defined nucleii and darkly staining
cytoplasm. The motoneurones that underwent their final division
before the injection of [3H] - thymidine and which therefore
appear 'unlabelled' on the autoradiograph lie in a cluster on
the medial border of the lateral motor column. The motoneurones
that underwent their final division after the injection of [3H] -
thymidine and which are therefore 'labelled' with silver grains
on the autoradiograph lie more laterally within the lateral motor
column. An injection of [3H] - thymidine at stage 19 of
development therefore distinguishes, by leaving 'unlabelled' on
an autoradiograph, the first-born motoneurones which lie on the
medial border of the lateral motor column, fron the later-born,
more laterally positioned motoneurones within the lateral motor
column.
However injection of [3H] - thymidine at stage 19 of
development does not distinguish the entire motoneurone population
that normally innervates ventral muscle frcm the motoneurone
population that normally innervates dorsal muscle. The number of
motoneurones retaining 'unlabelled' by the injection schedule are
shown in table (5.6). Between 11% and 25% of motoneurones are










Autoradiographs of the control sides of embryos on day 10 of
incubation. 10/*Ci 3H thymidine at stage 19 of development. Motoneurones
that underwent their final division before the injection of thymidine
appear 'unlabelled' with silver grains and lie in a cluster on the









T73 14,360 3,540 24.7
T95 15,640 2,480 15.9
T147 11,480 1,360 11.8
T177 13,900 3,060 22.0
Table 5.6
Motoneurone number, 'unlabelled' motoneurone number and the
percentage of 'unlabelled' motoneurones in control sides of embryos
on day 10 of incubation. lOyCi [3H] - thymidine at stage 19 of
development. 'Unlabelled' motoneurone number expressed as a
percentage of total motoneurone number.
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motoneuranes on day 10 of incubation, fig (4,5). The injection
schedule used therefore only distinguishes a proportion of the
motoneurone population that normally innervates ventral muscle -
that is the first-born motoneurones that come to occupy an
extreme medial position within the lateral motor column.
An injection schedule that distinguishes the entire
motoneurane population that normally innervates ventral muscle
is not possible because the lateral motor column is laid down in
rostro-caudal as well as medio-lateral temperal sequence, Moto¬
neurones that normally innervate dorsal muscle are formed in the
rostral segments at the same time as motoneurones that normally
innervate ventral muscle are formed in the caudal segments
(Hollyday & Hamburger 1977; Hollyday 1978).
5,2,1, The Effect of Amputation on 'Unlabelled' and 'Labelled*
Motoneurone Populations
Ventral Amputation
Amputation of the ventral muscle mass on day 4 of incubation
results in almost total disappearance of the 'unlabelled'
motoneurone population on day 10 of incubation as well as a
reduction in the 'labelled' motoneurone population,
Fig (5,14a) shows that almost total ventral amputation
(99,3% loss) reduces the 'unlabelled' motoneurone population
from 22% on the control side to 2,9% on the amputated side,*
The 'labelled' motoneurone population is reduced frcm 78% on
the control side to 41.7% on the amputated side.
* Numbers of motoneurones are expressed as a percentage of the
















Total,'labelled',andunlabelled'm toneuronenumberi mbry sd y10fincubation. lQuCi3H-thymidineatstage19ofdevelopment.V ntralamputationy4fincuba io . Cleararearep esentsthcontrolside,ha drtam utatedidofe b yos.
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Similarly fig (5.14) shows that amputation of seme 30% of
ventral muscle reduces the 'unlabelled' motoneurone population frcm
15.9% on the control side to 3,5% on the amputated side. The
'labelled* motoneurone population is reduced fron 84.1% on the
control side to 66.8% on the amputated side.
The almost total reduction of the 'unlabelled' motoneurone
population and the partial reduction of the 'labelled' moto¬
neurone population following ventral amputation is illustrated by
the autoradiographs shown in fig (5,15a,b). Note:
(1) The presence of medially positioned 'unlabelled'
motoneurones in the control side lateral motor columns,
(2) The absence of the 'unlabelled' motoneurone population
in the amputated side lateral motor column
(3) The partial reduction in the 'labelled' motoneurone
population in the amputated side lateral motor column
The distribution of 'unlabelled' and total motoneurones along
the rostro-caudal axis for the control and amputated sides of
embryos, given as motoneurone number per rostro-caudal tenth, is
shown in figs (5.16) and (5.17).
The control side lateral motor columns of embryos show that
'unlabelled' motoneurones occur along the entire rostro-caudal
extent of the lateral motor column but with greater numbers
rostrally than caudally. Ventral amputation reduces the numbers
of 'unlabelled' motoneurones along the entire rostro-caudal extent
of the lateral motor column. In fig (5.16) the few remaining
'unlabelled' motoneurones lie in rostral tenths 1-6. In fig (5.17)
the remaining 'unlabelled' motoneurones lie predominantly in
rostro-caudal tenth 9, although they do occur along the entire







Autoradiograph of the control lateral motor column of
an embryo on day 10 of Incubation following ventral amputation
of the right hind limb bud on day 4 of incubation. lO^Ci 3H-thymidine
at stage 19 of development. The 'unlabelled' motoneurones lie in a
cluster on the medial border of the lateral motor column, and are
outlined in black. M- medial. L- lateral.
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Autoradiograph of the amputated side lateral motor column of
an embryo on day 10 of incubation following ventral amputation of the
right hind limb bud on day 4 of incubation. lQiwCi 3H- thymidine at
stage 19 of development. The 'unlabelled' motoneurone population
has disappeared fran the lateral motor column. The remaining motoneuronef
are 'labelled' although their number is reduced compared to the control
side. M- medial. L- lateral.
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Motorleurone Number.
Amputated side Control side
Caudal
Figure 5.16.
Motoneurone number (solid line) and 'unlabelled'
motoneurone number (dashed line) per rostro-caudal tenth in
embryo T177 on day 10 of incubation. ICjuCi 3H-thymidine at stage
19 of development. Ventral amputation on day 4 of incubation.
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Motoneurone Number
Amputated side Control side
2000 1000 Rostral 1000 1000
Caudal
Figure 5.17.
Motoneurone number (solid line) and unlabelled
motoneurone number (dashed line) per rostro-caudal tenth in
anbryo T95 on day 10 of incubation. lOyuCi 3H-thymidine at stage
19 of development. Ventral amputation on day 4 of incubation.
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Amputation of the ventral muscle mass Is therefore
associated with loss of the first-born 'unlabelled' motoneurones
from the entire rostro-caudal extent of the lateral motor
column. The remaining muscle is innervated by later-born
'labelled' motoneurones.
Dorsal Amputation
Amputation of the dorsal muscle mass on day 4 of incubation
has no effect on the 'unlabelled' motoneurone population on day 10,
but results in a reduction of the 'labelled' motoneurone
population.
Fig (5.18a) shows that a marked reduction in dorsal muscle
volume (86%) reduces the number of 'labelled' motoneurones frcm
88.2% on the control side to 53,7% on the amputated side but does
not affect the 'unlabelled' motoneurone population - 11.8% and 10%
on the control and amputated sides respectively.*
Similarly fig (5.18b) shows that a 50% reduction in dorsal
muscle volume reduces the ': labelled' motoneurone number from
75,3% on the control side to 51.3% on the amputated side. There
is no effect on 'unlabelled' motoneurone number - 24,7% on the
control side and 24,5% on the amputated side.
That amputation of the dorsal muscle mass has no effect on
the 'unlabelled' motoneurone population but reduces 'labelled'
motoneurone number is illustrated by the autoradiographs shown in
fig (5.19a,b), Note:
(1) The presence of 'unlabelled' motoneurones in both
control and amputated side lateral imotar columns.
(2) The reduction in the number of 'labelled' motoneurones
in the amputated side lateral motor column compared to
the control side,
























Autoradiograph of the control lateral motor column
of an embryo on day 10 of incubation following dorsal amputation
of the right hind limb bud on day 4 of incubation. 10/^Ci 3H-
thymidine at stage 19 of development. The 'unlabelled' motoneurones
lie in a cluster on the medial border of the lateral motor column,
and are outlined in black. M- medial, L- lateral.
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Figure 5.19b.
Autoradiograph of the amputated side lateral motor
column of an embryo on day 10 of incubation following dorsal
amputation of the right hind limb bud on day 4 of incubation.
lOyuCi 3H-thymidine at stage 19 of development. The 'labelled'
motoneurone population is reduced compared to the control side.
The 'unlabelled' motoneurone population is unaffected by the
amputation. M- medial. L- lateral.
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The distribution of 'unlabelled' and total motoneurones
along the rostro-caudal axis of the lateral motor column for the
control and amputated sides of embryos is shown in figs (5.20)
(5.21). The distribution of 'unlabelled' motoneurones is
similar between the control and amputated sides of embryos.
imputation of the dorsal muscle mass on day 4 of
incubation is therefore associated with exclusive loss of the
'labelled' motoneurone population on day 10 of incubation. The
number and rostro-caudal distribution of 'unlabelled' moto¬
neurones remains unaffected by the amputation.
5,3 Interpretation of Results
5.3.1. Postro-Caudal Position
Transverse imputations
imputations of shank muscle on day 4 results in motoneurone
loss frcm mid to caudal tenths of the lateral motor column on day
10 of incubation, and loss of thigh and shank muscle results in
loss frcm rostral as well as caudal tenths. Motoneurone loss due
to amputation of the thigh may be deduced to occur predcminatly
frcm rostral tenths, figs (5,7-5.12). These results confirm the
findings of Laing (1979) who also noted a similar pattern of
motoneurone loss in the lateral motor column on day 10 of
incubation following transverse amputation on day 4,
Comparison of the above findings with the data obtained by
HKP-uptake labelling of motoneurones on the distribution of
motoneurones innervating thigh and shank muscle on day 10 of
incubation fig (1.2), (redrawn frcm Landmesser (1978a) ), shows
that the position of loss of motoneurones following amputation
of the shank is very similar to the position of motoneurones that
normally innervate the shank. Both occur predominantly frcm mid
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Figure 5.20.
Motoneurone number (solid line) and 'unlabelled'
motoneurone number (dashed line) per rostro-caudal tenth in
embryo T147 on day 10 of incubation. lOyuCi 3H-thymidine at
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Figure 5.21.
Motoneurone number (solid line) and 'unlabelled'
motoneurone number (dashed line) per rostro-caudal tenth in
embryo T73 on day 10 of incubation. IQmCI 3H-thymidine at stage
19 of development. Dorsal amputation on day 4 of incubation.
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to caudal parts of the lateral motor column. Similarly the
position of loss of motoneurones due to amputation of the thigh
is very similar to the distribution of motoneurones that normally
innervate the thigh. Both occur predominantly in rostral parts of
the lateral motor column although seme motoneurones and
motoneurone loss lies more caudally.
Two reservations must be born in mind when comparing the
HRP-uptake labelling data of Landmesser and the results presented
here. One is that the rostro-caudal distribution of motoneurones
of Landmesser is given in segments^ Whereas the rostro-caudal
distribution is given in tenths in this thesis. Thus the two
distributions are not directly comparable. The second is that
the rostro-caudal distribution of motoneurones obtained by
Landmesser can only be regarded as approximate. This is because
not all muscles were injected with HRP and not all motoneurones
innervating injected muscles become labelled with HRP reaction
product.
However bearing in mind these reservations the results in
this thesis suggest that the innervation to the remaining proximal
muscle following transverse amputation is normal in the rostro-
caudal axis of the lateral motor column, and that following loss
of their distal muscle targets motoneurones do not innervate more
proximal muscles.
Dorsal and Ventral imputations
The rostro-caudal distribution of motoneurones innervating
the remaining dorsal muscle following ventral amputation differs
from that of motoneurones innervating the remaining ventral
muscle following dorsal amputation, figs (5.1a,b - 5.6a,b),
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Comparison of these distribations with the rostro-caudal
distribution of motoneurones that innervate dorsal and ventral
muscle obtained by HRP-uptake labelling of motoneurones on day
10 of incubation -[fig (1.3), redrawn from Landmesser(1978a)]
shows a marked similarity between the distributions despite the
reservations of direct comparisons outlined above.
This suggests that the position of motoneurones innervating
the remaining dorsal or ventral muscle after ventral or dorsal
amputation respectively is normal in the rostro-caudal axis of the
lateral motor column. This is further suggested by the finding
that adding together the rostro-caudal distribution of remaining
motoneurones after dorsal amputation to the rostro-caudal
distribution of remaining motoneurones after ventral amputation
produces a distribution within the control range of rostro-caudal
distribuLions figs (5.lc-5.6c).
One of the problems with dorsal and ventral amputations is
that it is not possible to completely remove either the dorsal or
the ventral muscle mass. All embryos had some muscle remnants
remaining, albeit very small amounts ranging from 0.7% to 5,8% of
control limb total muscle volume tables (4.2 and 4.3). These
muscle remnants might be expected to distort the observed rostro-
caudal distribution of motoneurones innervating the remaining
ventral or dorsal muscle mass from the true rostro-caudal
distribution. However the effect of adding together the observed
rostro-caudal distributions show that these distortions are slight
since they do not significantly alter the calculated distributions
from the control distributions.
5.3.2. Medio-Lateral Position
Up to 25% of the first-born motoneurones that normally
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occupy an extrane medial position within the lateral motor
columns and normally innervate ventral muscles were identified
by an injection of [3H] - thymidine at stage 19 of development.
Those motoneurones which appear 'unlabelled' on an autoradiograph
are almost totally absent frcm the lateral motor column following
amputation of the ventral muscle mass, their normal muscle targets,
fig (5,14), but are unaffected by amputations of the dorsal muscle
mass, targets for more laterally positioned motoneurones.
Amputations of the dorsal muscle mass, result in exclusive loss of
'labelled' later-born more laterally positioned motoneurones, fig
(5.18),
These results suggest that following dorsal or ventral
amputation the time of origin of motoneurones innervating the
remaining muscle is normal and hence the position of the remaining
motoneurones in the original medio-lateral axis of the lateral
motor column is normal.
Two points must be raised concerning the interpretation of
the results. One is that ventral amputation does not result in
exclusive loss of 'unlabelled' motoneurones. However the injection
schedule used only leaves 'unlabelled'a proportion of the
motoneurone pool that normally innervates ventral muscle. The
rattainder plus the entire motoneurone pool that innervates dorsal
muscle beccme 'labelled' by the injection. If, therefore, following
amputation of the ventral muscle mass the innervation pattern to
the remaining muscle is normal, then there will be loss of
'unlabelled' as well as 'labelled' motoneurones. Loss of motoneurones
frcm both the 'labelled' and 'unlabelled' pools is to be expected,
The second is that partial or even almost total amputation of
the ventral muscle mass does not remove the entire 'unlabelled'
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motoneurone population. The presence of 'unlabelled' moto-
neurones following partial amputation of the ventral muscle mass
fig (5.14b) may be anticipated since they may innervate the
retaining ventral muscle. However almost total amputation of the
ventral muscle mass leaves seme 2% of 'unlabelled' motoneurones
remaining in the lateral motor column. Since about 1% of ventral
muscle raria ins in this embryo, seme of the 'unlabelled' moto¬
neurones may innervate this muscle.
Another possibility is that they are motoneurones that
innervate dorsal muscle and that have retained 'unlabelled' by the
injection schedule. Although the lateral motor column is laid down
in medio-lateral temporal sequence, there do appear to be
exceptions to this. Occasionally 'unlabelled' motoneurones lie in
a lateral position in the IMC surrounded by 'labelled' motoneurones.
Similar 'ectopic' 'unlabelled' motoneurones were
observed by Hollyday & Hamburger (1977), Their significance is
unknown. These laterally positioned 'unlabelled' motoneurones may
innervate dorsal muscle and would therefore remain unaffected by
amputation of the ventral muscle mass. Another possibility is that
since the IMC is laid down in rostro-caudal temporal sequence and
the motoneurones innervating dorsal muscles are produced between
stages 19,22 of development, the injection schedule used may leave
'unlabelled' a few motoneurones in the rostral segments that
normally innervate dorsal muscle. Reference to fig (5.16) shews
that the remaining 'unlabelled' motoneurones are indeed situated





The aim of the experiment was to examine to what extent
motoneurones alter their pattern of connections when part of
the limb is renewed before the innervation has dec/eloped. The
results show that motoneurones do not compensate for removal of
part of the limb by altering their projection pattern to the
remaining limb muscle. The motoneurones that normally innervate
the missing muscles are unable to innervate the ranaining muscles,
instead they degenerate and are absent frcm the lateral motor
column on day 10 of incubation, leaving the innervation pattern
to the remaining limb muscles normal.
A similar result has been described by Laing (1979) for the
chick hind limb. Laing examined the position of motoneurones
ranaining in the lateral motor column on day 10 of incubation
following amputations in the proximo-distal axis of the limb on
day 4 of incubation. The position of the ranaining motoneurones
in the lateral motor column was normal. There was no alteration
in the pattern of connections formed by motoneurones to compensate
for the loss of limb muscle.
Stirling & Sumnerbell (1977) have also" found that following
early partial deletions of the chick wing in the proximo-distal
axis, the pattern of functional connections to the ranaining
muscle is normal as judged by the results of spinal nerve
stimulation. Similar results were found by Bennett et al (1979),
However as the position of motoneurones in the lateral motor
columns contributing to the spinal nerves was not determined in
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these experiments, possible distortions in the innervation pattern
in terms of motoneurone position could not be ruled out.
In Xenopus, as well as in the chick, motoneurones do not
compensate for removal of part of the developing hind limb bud by-
altering their projection pattern to the regaining muscle, (Lamb
1981b). Lamb mapped the position of the remaining motoneurones
after the normal period of motoneurone death by injecting HRP
into the amputated limb. The position of the remaining lateral
motor column motoneurones was normal.
There are other reports of the effect of proximo-distal
limb deletions on motoneurone survival and position (e.g. Romanes
1946; Hughes 1968). However these experiments are not directly
comparable to the experiments of this thesis and to the
experiments cited above, as the amputations were done after the
limb bud was innervated, and the associated axotcmy leads rapidly
to motoneurone death.
The converse experiment to removal of part of the developing
limb bud is removal of part of the developing lateral motor
column. Lance-Jones & Landmesser (1980a) have found that following
early removal of part of the prospective lumbar spinal cord in the
chick the renaining motoneurones do not spread their connections
to innervate the entire limb. The muscle normally innervated by
the missing spinal segments renains uninnervated. Similar results
were found by Castro (1963) following early removal of 2 or 3
segments of the chick brachial spinal cord and by Lamb (1979) in
Xenopus following early ranoval of the rostral part of the lumbar
spinal cord.
Thus following early removal of either part of the spinal
cord or the limb there is no ccmpensation such that the entire
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lumbar lateral motor column innervates the remaining limb tissue
or that the remaining spinal cord innervates the entire limb.
However some compensation may occur on a very minor level, Lance-
Jones & Landmesser (1980a) found that following partial removal of
seme motoneurone pools, the motoneurones remaining in that pool in
the lateral motor column were able to innervate adequately the
target muscle. Similar results have been found for the chick wing,
(Bennett et al 1979).
Nonetheless the results of partial limb and spinal cord
deletions suggest that the rules that govern the formation of
projections with the limb are rigid and do not allow for any major
alterations in the projection pattern, or so-called 'connection
plasticity' (Straznicky et al 1971). A similar rigidity is
observed in the formation of connections onto lumbar motoneurones
by chick sensory neurones. Following early removal of part of the
neural crest at hind limb levels (Eide, Jansen & Ribchester 1982)
there is very little replacement of synaptic connections onto
motoneurones whose normal input has been removed,
There is however some evidence for 'connection plasticity' in
the chick following certain embryonic manipulations of the limb and
spinal cord. Its significance is discussed in the section on
mechanisms of innervation pattern development.
6.2 Mechanisms of Innervation Pattern Development
Timing
One possible mechanism for the formation of innervation
patterns is that of timed axonal outgrowth and target tissue
differentiation. Jacobson (1970) suggested that the innervation
pattern of the limb can be explained wholly by this mechanism, The
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spinal cord forms in rostro-caudal sequence (Hbllyday & Hamburger
1977) and the limb in proximo-distal sequence (Saunders 1948).
Ifotoneurones innervating thigh muscle tend to lie rostrally
within the lateral motor column whereas motoneurones innervating
shank muscle tend to lie more caudally (Landmesser 1978a; Hollyday
1980), These observations lend sane support to the hypothesis.
However if a timed outgrowth of axons with the limb were solely
responsible for the development of the innervation pattern, then
following partial amputation of the limb the first-born moto¬
neurones should always innervate the remaining muscle because
their axons will arrive in the limb first. Later arriving axons,
finding all muscle sites occupied would degenerate once they
beccme dependent on contact with muscle for survival.
This is not the case. The first-born motoneurones in the
lateral motor column, which have been identified by injection of
[3H]- thymidine at stage 19 of development, do not always innervate
the regaining muscle irrespective of its dorsal or ventral origin.
Their number is unaffected by amputation of the dorsal muscle mass
but is almost totally reduced by amputation of the ventral muscle
mass, A simple timed outgrowth of axons into the limb is therefore
not sufficient to account for the innervation pattern.
However the possibility of a minor role for differences in
the time of axon arrival and muscle mass differentiation remains,
Bennett and his co-workers (Bennett et al 1980) have observed that
the plexus pattern in the chick wing can be correlated with the
position and state of development of the pre-muscle cell masses,
At stage 23 of development segmental nerves converge towards the
large ventral pore-muscle mass. By stage 24 of development the
dorsal pore-muscle mass has increased in size and it is at this stage
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that nerves converge towards the dorsal pre-imiscle mass, forming
the plexus pattern. This correlates nicely with first-born
motoneurones innervating ventral muscle and later-born motoneurones
innervating dorsal muscle. (Hollyday & Hamburger 1977; Hollyday
1978). Nonetheless Bennett's observations only indicate that there
is a correspondence in the timing of the plexus pattern formation
and the appearance and development of the pre-muscle cell masses.
They do not show a causal relationship between the two events.
Parallel Outgrowth and Contact Guidance of axons
Horder (1978), based largely on the work of Roncali (1970),
and Fouvet (1973) suggested that axons grow out frcm the spinal cord
in parallel, maintaining their neighbourhood relations, Axon
outgrowth is then directed passively by contact guidance within
the limb. Axons from motoneurones in neighbouring parts of the
spinal cord innervate the same muscle because of their similar
position in the plexus and peripheral branching pattern.
Predictions fran this hypothesis on the pattern of
connections that will form following ranoval of part of the limb
will vary depending on the type of amputation. Following transverse
amputation, outgrowing axons encounter a morphologically normal
limb until they reach the amputation site. Contact guidance of
axons to the remaining proximal muscle should therefore be normal,
and the innervation pattern will be unaltered. This prediction is
compatible with the results.
Following amputation of the dorsal or ventral muscle mass
axons will encounter a morphologically abnormal errvircment almost
as soon as they enter the limb. Under these circumstances abnormal
limb morphogenesis and contact guidance may bring axons into
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apposition with muscles which they would not normally contact.
This would create distortions in the innervation pattern of the
remaining muscle. However the results show that following
amputation of the dorsal or ventral muscle mass the innervation
pattern to the remaining muscle mass is normal. This could be
taken as evidence against parallel outgrcwth and contact
guidance of axons forming the innervation pattern, Hovever it is
also possible to argue that the contact guidance points that
separate motoneurones destined for ventral muscle frcm those
destined for dorsal muscle lie proximal to the point of amputation.
In this case, amputation of either the dorsal or ventral muscle
mass would not affect the innervation pattern to the remaining
muscle mass. The results of this thesis cannot therefore exclude
the hypothesis of parallel outgrowth and contact guidance of axons.
Results of other experiments however throw doubt on the
validity of this hypothesis in explaining the formation of the
innervation pattern of the limb. For example Lance-Jones &
Landmesser (1978; 1980b) have shown that following early rotations
of small portions of the cMck lumbar spinal cord through 180°
in the anterior-posterior axis, motoneurones form connections
'appropriate' to their old position and not to their new position,
and they form these connections frcm the onset, Axons alter their
pathways in the limb albeit within the limits of the plexus and
peripheral nerve branching pattern. This suggests that motoneurones
can actively select between pathways in the limb leading to
different target muscles. Evidence for active pathway selection has
also came fran work in Xenapus, Both sides of the spinal cord can
be induced to innervate a single hind limb by surgical manipulation
(Lamb 1981a), Motoneurones frcm the contra-lateral lateral motor
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column traverse very abnormal routes to the limb yet they form a
normal pattern of connections, and if the operation is performed
early enough, normal numbers of motoneurones survive on both
sides of the cord. This strongly suggests that axons are
actively guided to their muscle targets.
Evidence against parallel outgrowth of axons frort the spinal
cord into the chick hind limb has recently been produced by
Lance-Jones & Landmesser (1981a). By injecting HRP into different
regions of the lateral motor column they were able to trace the
paths of axons into the limb. They found that axons from
neighbouring motoneurones do not leave the spinal cord in parallel,
maintaining their neighbourhood relations, but are mixed with
other axons frcm non-neighbouring motoneurones. It is in the
spinal nerves and plexus that axons achieve the same relative
positions as their cell bodies with respect to one-another. Again
this implies that there is some form of active pathway selection
by axons,
The weight of available evidence then suggests that parallel
outgrowth and contact guidance of axons is not a sufficient
mechanism to explain the formation of connections in the limb.
Specificity Hypotheses
This heading covers a wide range of hypotheses. However
they are all based on the concept that motoneurones are different
frcm one another and that this difference then actively determines
the pattern of connections formed with the limb. One possible way
in which motoneurones may differ frcm one another is in the
possesion of individual cytochemical labels (Sperry 1963). Based
A
on this idea Prestige & Nillshaw (1975) divided possible mechanisms
of innervation pattern development into two groups. They assume
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that the only significant property of the cytochemical label
is its relative affinity with the sets of labels in the opposite
set of cells, and that connections between the two cell sets are
formed at random.
Group I Mechanisms - An axon in the presynaptic set has maximum
affinity for its matched post-synaptic cell partner and less for
all other members. The same is true for the affinity of a
post-synaptic cell for axons. The peak in maximum affinity
between an axon and a post-synaptic cell may be very sharp so
that connections will only form between the two matched cells or
> /
it may be noisy so that there is a number of cells any given cell
may synapse with. Group X mechanisms are described as direct or
rigid matching between neurone populations and are really a
restatement of Sperry's (1963) original chono-specificity
hypothesis. Cells make and retain contact independently of each
other and are not affected by removal of part of the set.
Group II Mechanisms - Synaptic affinities for members of the
opposing set develop in a graded manner across the pre and post¬
synaptic sets. All cells have a 'preference' to form synapses
with mothers at the high affinity end of the opposing set. However
because there is a limit to the number of synapses a post-synaptic
cell will accept, and a presynaptic cell will form, there is
ccmpetition between cells to form synapses at the high end of the
affinity gradient. This results in pre and post-synaptic cells at
the high ends of the affinity gradients forming synapses with each
other. Less highly placed cells form synapses not with high
affinity sites as they would in isolation, but with correspondingly
less highly placed ones. The lowest affinity cells make connections
with the low affinity sites because they have no choice. The
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pattern of connections a cell will form and retain is thus
dependant on the presence of other members in the set and will be
influenced by removal of part of the set.
Group II mechanisms cannot explain the formation of
connections in the chick hind limb. The model predicts that
partial removal of the post-synaptic set of cells (assuming that
the number of synapses a cell can make or receive is unaltered)
results in cells frcm the high affinity end of the presynaptic set
of cells always forming connections with the remaining postsynaptic
cells. The lew affinity msnbers will be excluded by competition,
The results show that this is not the case. One population of
motoneurones does not always innervate the remaining muscle at
the expense of the remaining population. Following partial
amputation of the limb the innervation pattern to the remaining
muscle is normal irrespective of whether dorsal, ventral, proximal
or distal muscle is removed.
The results of this thesis can however be explained by a
Group I mechanism, which predicts rigid or direct matching between
neurones and targets. The connections a cell will form is
independent of other cells and not affected, by rartoval of part of
the set. This is indeed what is observed following partial removal
of the limb. The pattern of connections to the retraining muscle is
normal, Similarly the results of partial spinal cord deletions
(Castro 1963; Lance-Jones & Landmesser 1978, 1980a; Lamb 1979) can
be explained by such a mechanism.
Although these results may be explained by a theory of rigid
or direct matching between neurones and targets, based on the
concept that cells are different frcm one-another, it is entirely
possible that cell differences express themselves in other forms
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instead of, or as well as, direct matching between neurones and
targets. Exactly what these expressions are remains to be
elucidated. However seme possibilities will be discussed.
One of the premises upon which group I mechanisms are
• based is that cells form connections at randan and that these
connections are constantly changing until stable connections form
between 'matched' cells. However there is a considerable amount
of evidence, that has already been discussed (p 163-164) to suggest
that connections do not form at randem and that outgrowing axons
actively select between pathways leading to different target
muscles. One possible expression of the difference between
neurones may therefore be in pathway selection.
It has recently been suggested by Landmesser ( 1981b) that
pathway selection by axons may also be a sufficient mechanism to
account for the innervation pattern of the limb without the need
to invoke any direct matching between neurones and targets, This
has been based on the experiments that show that under certain
experimental situations motoneurones form connections with muscles
that they do not normally contact, and that these connections
remain throughout the period of motoneurone death. These connections
form following : supernumerary limb grafts (Hollyday et al 1977;
Morris 1978; Lance-Jones & Landmesser 1981b); limb rotations through
180° in the anterior-posterior and dorso-ventra1 axes (Stirling &
Summerbell 1979) and through 180° in the dorso-^ventral axis only
(Summerbell & Stirling 1981); large anterior posterior shifts of
the developing bud (Lance-Jones & Landmesser 1981b); and rotations
of the entire spinal cord through 180° (Lance-Jones & Landmesser 1981b),
However these experiments raise severe difficulties in the
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problem of interpretation because they introduce many variables.
For instance it appears that the pattern of innervation that
develops following limb bud rotations in the dorso-ventral axis
depends on the proximo-distal level at which the limb is rotated,
Surrmerbell and Stirling (1981) found that wing rotations result in
the majority of motoneurones forming connections with muscles that
they do not normally contact. However Ferguson (1978) has found
that motoneurones form normal connections after dorso-ventral
rotations. The level of rotation in Ferguson's experiments is
more proximal than those of Sunmerbell and Stirling. (Stirling-
personal communication).
Nonetheless there is no direct evidence to suggest that there
is direct matching between motoneurones and muscle fibres in the
chick although there is evidence for pathway selection.
However in Xencpus there is evidence for seme kind of matching
between motoneurones and muscle fibres. This has ccme frcm the
work of Lamb (1981b) who studied the innervation pattern of partly
amputated limbs at different developmental stages. Lamb found that
when part of the limb is the missing the entire lateral mctor
column gains access to the remaining muscle prior to the period
of motoneurone death. Despite this only those motoneurones that
normally innervate the remaining muscle survive the period of
motoneurone death. This indicates that there may be direct
matching between motoneurones and muscle fibres in Xenopus.
An alternative possibility is that motoneurones are unable to
form connections in the presence of the normal innervation but
would be able to do so in its absence. This indicates not an
absolute matching between motoneurones and muscle fibres but
a preference of synapse formation between the normal innervation
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and muscles excluding, by competition, any other innervation.
Whether such a preference of synapse formation exists in the
chick has never been tested because in all experimental situations
where 'abnormal' connections form the normal innervation has not
been present. The partly amputated limb could prove to be an
interesting test of this possibility. The question as to whether
all motoneurones gain access to the remaining muscle following
partial limb amputation and prior to motoneurone death could
be investigated by injecting HRP into the limbs. If they do
then the finding that after the period of motoneurone death the
innervation pattern is normal would indicate preference of synapse
formation between the normal innervation and the remaining muscle.
6.3 Summary.
The results of this thesis show that following partial
amputation of the limb there is no alteration in the pattern of
connections to the remaining muscle. These results confirm and
extend the findings of other experiments on the innervation of
partly amputated limbs. The results show that the formation
of the pattern of connections during normal development cannot
be explained by a simple timed outgrowth of axons into the limb
or by mechanisms involving matching of motoneurones to muscles
as whole populations. While the results connot exclude the
mechanism of parallel outgrowth and contact guidance of axons the
results of other experiments make this an extremely unlikely
mechanism.
The results of this thesis suggest that motoneurones are
different from one another and that these differences are important
in determing the ordered pattern of connections that forms with





7.1 Correction for Double Counting of Motoneurones
One possible source of error in estimating motoneurone
number by the systematic sampling procedure outlined in the
methods (2.6) is that of 'split cell' error. (Kon^jsmark 1970).
A
This type of error occurs when the object being counted, in this
case the motoneurone nucleolus(i) is split by the microtome knife
into two and therefore appears in two adjacent sections. These
split cells are then counted as two separate cells instead of one
and this leads to an overestimation of motoneurone number.
Theoretically the magnitude of this type of error depends
on the size of the nucleolus in relation to section thickness. If
the nucleolar diameter is large relative to section thickness
then the number of nucleoli that will be split by the microtome
knife will be high and the overestimation of motoneurone number will
be high. If however, the nucleolar diameter is small in relation
to the section thickness then the number of nucleoli split by the
microtome knife will be small. There will be little overestimation
of motoneurone number.
In this thesis the spinal cords of embryos that received
lOpCi [3H] - thymidine were sectioned at 5pm thickness. The spinal
cords of all other embryos at 8yum thickness. Since the nucleolar
diameter of the two groups is similar (3.86 * 0.8pm (SD) and 3.62 *
0.67 pm (SD) respectively), then theoretically motoneurone counts of
embryos sectioned at 5pm thickness should be much higher than the
counts of those sectioned at 8pm thickness due to the greater
magnitude of 'split cell' error.
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Reference to table (7.1) shows that this is not the case.
Motoneurone number does not differ significantly between the two
groups (p.70.40; student's t-test). There are three possible
reasons why this is so. One is that lOpCi [3H] - thymidine
injected onto embryos sectioned at 5Vim thickness is neurotoxic
and reduces actual motoneurone number in the lateral motor colimns.
The second is that the actual section thickness of the two groups
does not differ. The third is that 'split cell' error does not
affect motoneurone counts in the way predicted by theory. Each
of these possibilities will now be discussed.
Neurotoxic Effect of [3H] - thymidine
The use of [3H] - thymidine in studying the developing
nervous system is a well established technique (Sidman 1970) and a
neurotoxic effect of [3H] - thymidine at the dosage used in this
study has not been reported. In a study comparable to the one
presented in this thesis, Hollyday and Hamburger (1977) injected
20pCi [3H] - thymidine dissolved sterile saline onto chick embryos
at day 2 and 3 of incubation. The embryos were fixed on days 10 -
12 of incubation and the lumbar spinal cords sectioned at 8ym
thickness. After correcting the motoneurone counts for 'split cell
error' using the Abercrcmbie correction factor (Abercrcmbie 1946)
they found motoneurone number to be 10,155 * 922 which is in good
agreement with other estimates of 'corrected' motoneurone number
found by other workers at a comparable developmental stage, see
table (7.2)
It seems unlikely therefore that lOpCi [3H] - thymidine has a
neurotoxic effect on the developing motoneurones, However in order
to check that this was so, two control embryos that had not
Table (7.1)
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Motoneurone Number in Efribryos Motoneurone ISfumber in
sectioned at 8jjm thickness. Embryos sectioned at
No [3H] - Thymidine 5ym thickness. lOpCi
[3H] - thymidine
Brbryo Bnbryo Rribryo
P23 17,000 P131 15,280 T33 13,950
P26 14,630 P182 13,160 T73 14,360
P34 13,600 P186 14,480 T88 13,390
P37 15,120 P189 12,200 T104 15,630
P38 14,440 P229 10,810 T147 11,920
P48 15,510 P230 13,360 T165 13,810
P49 15,080 P231 10,730 T173 11,620
P61 14,230 P232 12,240 T177 13,820
P71 14,660 A278 15,610 T296 10,890
P75 14,960 . T318 11,650
P165 13,700
P176 13,000
X 13,910 X 13,215
SD 1,592 SD 1,474
n 23 n 11
Motoneurone number in anbrcys at day 10 of incubation
sectioned at 5um and Smiti thichness. Embryos sectioned at 5/m
thichness recieved lOyMCi 3H thymidine at stage 19 of development.
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»
Author Corrected Motoneurone Number
Hamburger 1975 10,304
Hbllyday & Hamburger 1977 10,155 * 922
Laing 1979 10,229 * 1,429
This study 9,570 * 1,094
Table 7.2
Estimate for motoneurone number in the chick lumbar lateral
motor column on clays 10-12 of incubation, by different authors.
All spinal cords sectioned at 8vtm thickness and corrected for split
cell error (Abercronbie 1946),
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received [3Hl - thymidine were sectioned at 5pm thickness. The
results are shown In table (7.3). The motoneurone counts do not
differ significantly frau either the [3Hl - thymidine treated group
or the non-thymidine group (p 7.0.05, student's t-test)
Section Thickness
The two groups were sectioned at a knob setting of either
5pm or 8pm thickness. However if the section thickness as measured
by the knob setting is inaccurate then there may not be a difference
in actual section thickness between the two groups and a difference
in uncorrected motoneurone counts would not be expected. However
a check of the thickness of the section as measured by the knob
setting was made according to the method outlined in section 2.7.
The section thickness of anbryos sectioned at a knob setting of 8pm
was 7.90Pm
_ 0,55 (SD) n = 40; and of embryos sectioned at 5pm knob
setting, 4.92pm
_ 0.67 (SD) n = 49. There is therefore a difference
in the section thickness of the two groups.
'Split cell1 error does not affect motoneurone counts
The theoretical basis for 'split cell' error is that if the
microtome knife hits a nucleolus it will be split in two and
therefore appear in two adjacent sections. There is however
evidence that this is not so. Jones (1937) took serial sections of
the cat nodose ganglion, 6 to 12 pm in thickness and found very little
difference between total neuronal estimates based on 6, 8 or 12p
thickness. He concluded that 'split nucleoli do not appreciably
affect the nucleolar count'. Examination of 300 cells in adjacent
paraffin sections showed that only 2.3% were in adjacent sections
and split by the microtome knife. It was suggested that as the









Nbtoneurcane counts in control anbryos sectioned
at 5ym thickness.
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the microtome knife into one or other of the adjacent sections thus
resulting in far fewer 'split* nucleoli than would be expected
theoretically. Similar results have been reported by Foley and Dubois
(1937 ) in the cat nodose ganglion and by Canmermeyer (19.67) in rabbit',
and cat brain.
The results of this thesis also support this conclusion. 'Empty'
neuronal profiles, that is nucleii that contained no nucleoli were more
frequently observed in embryos sectioned at 5/.im thickness than at fy/tn
thickness. Although no quantitation of this was carried out it suggests
that nucleoli may be displaced into one or other of two adjacent sections
rather than being split by the microtome knife.
The value of correcting for split cell error in neurone number
estimates is therefore dubious. For this reason uncorrected motoneurone
counts were used in this thesis.
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